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Executive Summary
The study area assessed contains a rich cultural heritage resource of archaeological
evidence, extant buildings and intact areas of historic landscape. Irrespective of the form
or quantum, future development proposals would all involve some level of disturbance
across the site area, which on the whole has not been the subject of previous historical
impact, other than activity associated with agricultural activity. Within the land proposed
for development are eight non designated sites or features listed in the historic
environment record (HER) provided by Cambridgeshire County Council, including an
extant WWII pillbox and several cropmarks shown on aerial photographs and indicative of
former settlement sites. The nationally designated heritage assets within the site area are
the group of listed buildings at Hinxton Grange.
Within the study area there have been archaeological finds and features relating to the
prehistoric, Romano-British and medieval periods. The degree of preservation of buried
archaeological remains within the study area has been shown through numerous
investigations to be good and have survived centuries of ploughing. The present day site
has had a number of new buildings located mainly towards the centre, while the rest of
the site has been landscaped in the 19th century, thus preserving any buried remains
from modern agricultural practices and destructive development impact. Based upon the
archaeological evidence known and recorded in the HER and suspected on the site from
aerial photography coverage identifying complexes of sites as yet unevaluated, it is
considered that the non designated archaeological resource is of high-medium value.
The grade II listed building of Hinxton Grange and its associated buildings lie within the
main site, Hinxton Grange is of high value. Otherwise the historic landscape character
contribution of the site area is weak. There are few remaining field boundaries, only the
long established structural divisions of the landscape defining the south and north of the
site that were retained at enclosure from the earlier open fields (particularly the northern
one that is also the parish boundary). The smaller site is a single large field parcel and is
bounded by major highways and development including the industrial estates on the
south side of Sawston and contains no known heritage sites/features.
Each of the old villages within the 1km study area is designated a conservation area and
the listed buildings are concentrated within the village centres. There is potential for
impact on Hinxton conservation area as a result of development opposite the northern
part of the village and entrance to the conservation area. There is limited potential for
effects on the other conservation areas or on the registered parks because of the effects
of distance and significant intervening development.
Where recent development has taken place in the study area, multi-period archaeological
remains have been uncovered that have added greatly to the local record. In line with
best practice and in order to ensure a robust and comprehensive impact assessment
accompanies a future planning application at this site, it is recommended that further
schemes of evaluation be undertaken to refine the master plan. This will ensure that
safeguards are in place where archaeology may be required to be preserved in situ. Any
master plan for future development will have to ensure that the settings (the surroundings
in which they are experienced) of the listed buildings, the registered parks and gardens
and the conservation areas are not adversely affected by the mass/scale/degree of
development.
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1

Introduction

1.1

This report provides a desk based heritage assessment of land at Hinxton,
Cambridgeshire. It describes the known terrestrial archaeological resource and
built heritage assets of the site and study area, that could be affected by the future
development. Applications for planning permission are due to be submitted in the
second half of 2016.

1.2

This report sets out the baseline, potential and significance of all the known and
recorded heritage assets, both designated (scheduled monuments, listed
buildings, conservation areas and registered parks and gardens) and non
designated (archaeological sites, and locally important historic buildings or
landscapes) for the site and study area. These are shown on figures 1 to 3. The
assessment examines the potential for discovery of as yet unknown features of
archaeological interest and considers the implications of the proposed
development in order to set in train any survey work necessary to enable a full
appraisal of the archaeological interest of the site to be submitted as part of the
future planning applications and environmental impact assessment.
Site location and description

1.3

The main site lies between the A1301 and the A11, between the villages of
Hinxton and Pampisford, to the south of Cambridge. The site consists of two
separate land parcels. The largest (219 hectares) is to the east of the A1301 just
to the north of the village of Hinxton. It is largely under arable cultivation. Within
the site area is the listed house and parkland at Hinxton Grange. The remaining
part of the site is a c.13-hectare triangle of land to the north west of the A505 and
A1301 roundabout east of Whittlesford station. It is a single field, immediately
adjoining the Langford Arch industrial estate at the south of Sawson.

2

Legislation, policy and planning background

2.1

National and international policy recognises the value and significance of cultural
heritage, the public interest in the preservation of particular assets and sets out
mechanisms to ensure that it is taken into account in planning decision-making.
Sites and features of identified interest are protected by the Ancient Monuments
and Archaeological Areas Act 1979 as amended, and within the Town and
Country Planning (Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas) Act 1990.

2.2

National planning policy guidance on conserving and enhancing the historic
environment is contained within the National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF),
the online National Planning Practice Guidance, and the Good Practice Advice
published by Historic England (GPA1 Local plan making, GPA2 Managing
significance in decision-taking in the historic environment and GPA3 Setting and
views). The NPPF sets 12 core planning principles for sustainable development,
one of which is that heritage assets should be conserved in a manner appropriate
to their significance, so that they can contribute to the quality of life now and in the
future. Heritage assets are irreplaceable and, when considering the impact of a
proposed development on the significance of a designated heritage asset, great
weight should be given to the asset’s conservation (paragraph 132).
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2.3

The detailed policies on development management concern the need to clearly
define the significance of any potentially affected site or area, the pre-application
information requirements for any proposals, including for archaeological field
evaluation, and the principles to be considered in determining any proposal for
change potentially affecting heritage assets. There is an overall requirement to
gather sufficient information to ensure an adequate understanding of the
significance of an asset before any decisions affecting its future are made. A key
concept in the NPPF is proportionality; that the information required, efforts to
preserve, and degree of public benefits necessary to offset any harm or loss of an
asset should be based on an understanding of its significance.

2.4

Also relevant is the national guidance on the approach to the assessment of the
contribution made by the setting of an asset to its significance, and of changes
resulting from development (Good Practice Advice GPA3 Setting and views (2015)
published by Historic England). Guidance is given on the range of factors and
qualities that can define the contribution of adjoining land to the significance of any
single asset or group of assets. The guidance aims for a consistent approach to
the assessment of setting and the range of historic, visual and functional
relationships of an asset to the surrounding land area. These include both
physical attributes and perceptual values, depending on the nature of an asset
and its past and present surroundings. Potentially significant views can be
deliberately designed or incidental, or the result of later changes.

2.5

The applicable local planning policy is provided by South Cambridgeshire Local
Development Framework – Core Strategy: Development Plan Document (DPD)
(Adopted January 2007), the Development Control Policies DPD (Adopted July
2007, and South Cambridgeshire Local Plan: Proposed Submission (July 2013).
Criteria in strategic objective ST/J in the adopted Core Strategy include to “ensure
that the district’s built and natural heritage is protected and that new development
protects and enhances cherished townscape assets of local urban design,
cultural, and conservation importance.” Policies NH/14 and NH/15 in the draft
local plan 2013 state:
“Policy NH/14 Heritage Assets
Development proposals will be supported when they sustain and enhance the
special character and distinctiveness of the district’s historic environment, they
create new high quality environments with a strong sense of place by responding
to local heritage character, when they sustain and enhance the significance of
heritage assets including their settings.
Policy NH/15 Heritage Assets and Adapting to Climate Change
Retention and re-use of historic buildings and other heritage assets will be
encouraged and supported as a sustainable resource.”

3.

Methodology

3.1

Context
The Cambridgeshire County Council (CCC) Historic Environment Record (HER)
was consulted1 for information on known archaeological features and designated

1

Data received by email dated 21 September 2015
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assets within the two site areas, and a 1 km radius. Any relationships or key views
that extend beyond this study area are accounted for in the assessment. A full list
of the data sources consulted is provided at the end of the document.
3.2

3.3

3.4

3.5

The HER data and designation information is divided between the maps in figures
1 – 3; figure 1 shows the non designated archaeological sites and findspots, figure
2 shows the information on past archaeological assessments and evaluations and
figure 3 shows the nationally designated standing buildings and other built
heritage. The gazetteers in appendix 1 list the sites and archaeological events and
provide extracts from the HER and the NHLE where relevant. Figures 4a - c
reproduce a number of historic maps. The overall site context is illustrated in the
aerial photograph in figure 5 and the two site areas and the surrounding area are
illustrated in the series of site photographs in figure 6.
Scope of the study
The study was undertaken with reference to the Chartered Institute for
Archaeologists code of conduct and appropriate standards (2008, updated 2014,
and 2012).
Limitations of the study
The report’s conclusions are limited by the extent and quality of existing
information and therefore its usefulness in predicting the extent and definitive
location of the archaeological resource must be qualified. Other work will be
necessary as the master plan proposals evolve and these will be undertaken in
line with recommendations. Part of the site, the south western quadrant, is
currently used by NIAB for extensive scientific crop trials. It will not be feasible to
include this area for surveying as walkover survey is prohibited due to damage
Assessment of significance
This report aims to give an overall assessment of the components, qualities and
level of importance or value of the heritage assets within the study area, including
above and below ground archaeology and structures and their settings. A
judgement is made of the value of known archaeological features or deposits and
the probability of discovering currently unknown remains, and its likely importance.

4

Baseline

4.1

The evidence is presented in chronological order in broadly accepted
chronological periods such as Palaeolithic – Neolithic. Within the land proposed
for development are eight sites or features listed in the historic environment record
(HER) provided by Cambridgeshire County Council. The designated assets within
the site area are the group of listed buildings at Hinxton Grange and there is a
non-designated extant WWII pillbox.
Geology

4.2

The available geological sources indicate the extreme western part of the northern
site to be covered by a thin ribbon of Alluvium with the remainder of the northern
site covered by River Terrace Deposits. The northern site and western/central part
of the main southern site are underlain by the solid geology of the Holywell
Nodular Chalk Formation, and in the eastern part by the New Pit Chalk Formation.
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The known archaeological resource

4.3

Prehistoric
There are few early prehistoric sites in the study area with an artefact scatter of
Early Mesolithic to Late Neolithic date attributed to verbal communication with no
details of the composition of the flint/pottery finds (TOR 36). Evaluation of The
Red Lion at Whittlesford Bridge in 2008 (TOR 68) provided evidence of early
prehistoric activity in the form of a group of Late Mesolithic flints recovered from a
tree throw, along with environmental evidence indicative of occupation.

4.4

A single Neolithic flint axe was found at Sawston (TOR 56) and a number of flint
blades (TOR 57) and several scrapers, blades and cores (TOR 64) all of Late
Neolithic/Early Bronze Age dates were found at Pampisford. The latter findspot
lies in the centre of the site to the north west of the roundabout junction of A505
and A1301. A high density of surface lithics and burnt flint was recovered during
initial assessments in the field north and south of Hinxton Quarry (TOR 47). The
site investigations in the north field found that the density of artefacts recovered
was largely representative of the archaeology uncovered in the series of pits of
Neolithic/early Bronze Age date (TOR 52). Two cremations were revealed in the
trenching across the ring ditch within the southern field with a large quantity of flint
recovered from its interior and recut ditch, securely dating this ploughed out
Bronze Age barrow (TOR 46). A Bronze Age inhumation, only the lower jaw of
which was preserved, with a beaker pot was uncovered by workmen in 1937 in a
gravel pit close to Whittlesford station (TOR 37). The cropmarks of six possible
Bronze Age ring ditches and enclosures 650m west of Park Hall, Great Abington
(TOR 3-8) remain unexcavated but are of probable contemporary origin and likely
to contain similar burials and finds.

4.5

An evaluation at the A505/A1301 roundabout revealed a single Iron Age ditch
containing five pieces of late Iron Age pottery sherds, one of which was decorated
(TOR 43). As part of the Hinxton Quarry investigations, work revealed eight
cremation burials all accompanied by Late Iron Age pottery of 1st century BC
date, three with metalwork and five of which were enclosed within ring ditches
(TOR 51). The richest grave contained nine wheel-made pottery vessels, including
urns, bowls and cups with personal metal objects (brooches, tweezers, pins). The
cemetery was reused in the Roman period for three inhumation burials and later
truncated by several phases of field systems in later Roman period. Limited
excavations within the Roman town of Great Chesterford, to the south of the
study area, have indicated that the town had Iron Age origins. Settlement remains
of Late Iron Age date including a house gully and associated features and finds
were found during investigations in 1948 and 1980.

4.6

Romano-British
The study area lies within a landscape that was extensively exploited during the
Romano-British period. The Roman town and fort at Great Chesterford would
have been a major influence on the surrounding landscape. The fort was founded
in the 1st century AD, at a strategic position controlling both the Cam valley and
the prehistoric route of the Icknield Way, which traverses close to Ickleton to the
south. A grand Roman villa located south of Ickleton was partly excavated in the
19th century and was a winged corridor type building, with baths at the rear and a
basilica building nearby.
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4.7

There are a number of chance finds of this period in the study area; a few sherds
of coarse black pottery (TOR 13) close to location of a small irregular cropmark
(see below TOR 82). Three bronze objects (a chain, coin and disc brooch) (TOR
19) and a silver key of possible Roman date (TOR 20) all discovered during metal
detecting in 1994 immediately east of the site adjacent to the Roman Road.

4.8

Several investigations have identified sites and features from this period that can
be securely dated through their artefacts. A quantity of pottery was found during
works for a gas pipeline immediately south of Pampisford Park in 1968 (TOR 15).
No structural evidence, pits or ditches were visible in the pipe trench but might be
associated with cropmark TOR 82 enclosure. Improvements to the A11 in 1993
over an area of known cropmarks uncovered undated ditches along the same
road alignment (TOR 21). More detailed but limited excavation followed in 1994
uncovered evidence of a building with stone foundations, a concrete floor dated
by two 3rd century coins, with large quantities of tile, mortar and heavily abraded
pottery. A roadside temple/shrine is suggested rather than a habitation due to the
lack of occupation debris, it’s locally situated on a high point and opposite a
recorded wealthy Roman settlement in Great Abington to the north.

4.9

Developments at Hinxton Hall to the south west of the site boundary uncovered
several ditches, a rectangular enclosure and field boundaries dating to the 1st –
4th centuries AD (TOR 22). Excavations in Duxford on the west of the study area
revealed a number of Romano-British ditches forming part of a possible temenos
(a boundary surrounding a temple/shrine site; TOR 30). The possible shrine site
appears to have been built upon with first a medieval woodland boundary,
Coldham’s enclosure, and then a post medieval ornamental garden of
symmetrical design possibly associated with Coldham’s Moat seen in aerial
photographs (TOR 93).

4.10

Site investigations on land east of Moorfield Road/south of the A505 in Duxford
initially revealed a series of Roman ditches (TOR 31) where geophysical and aerial
photographic survey failed to reveal discernible archaeological features. A
subsequent excavation revealed an early Roman pottery production site with six
kilns (TOR 75). The site appears to have been primarily used for agricultural
purposes with two adjoining curvilinear enclosures surrounded by large ditches.
The pottery recovered suggests a short time span for production at the site,
between 50-80AD.

4.11

A rectilinear, ditched enclosure system producing 2nd – 3rd century pottery was
revealed during the Hinxton quarry investigations at North Field in 1995 (TOR 53).
There were sub-divided fields/paddocks on either side of a droveway (TOR 50)
with occupation material such as pieces of glass and tile, handles and nails
suggesting a settlement in the vicinity further west or south. The skeleton of a
child was also found in part of one of the paddock areas. Further Roman
inhumations were revealed at Hinxton Quarry interspersed among rows of ringditches (TOR 54).

4.12

Cropmarks of possible Roman enclosures identified 350m east of the railway line
were confirmed through evaluation trenches in 1991 in advance of gravel
extraction at the site (TOR 59). There was close correlation between the cropmark
and excavated features was noted, with one internal feature excavated and
tentatively identified as the foundations for a corn-drying oven (TOR 61).
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Fieldwalking the line of the Hinxton to Pampisford water pipe produced a small
quantity of 4th century Romano-British pottery along with a few cattle bones but
no features were detected (TOR 60). Cropmarks indicate two possible buildings
where a scatter of Roman occupation and building debris including tiles, plaster,
bones and oyster shells were found south west of Rectory Farm, Pampisford
(TOR 84).
4.13

4.14

An extensive complex of cropmarks are identified on the lower slope of a gravel
ridge on the west side of the River Cam floodplain (TOR 91/SM DCB37). No trace
of these cropmarks could be seen on the ploughed surface, but a heavy scatter of
Roman building debris marks the site of an area 60m x 40m in extent with further
ditches, pits and enclosures discernible on the aerial photographs. There are
indications of possible buildings in a field on Abington Park Farm seen as
cropmarks and soilmarks on 1971 aerial photographs (TOR 34) with subsequent
fieldwalking producing large quantity of Roman pottery including Samian ware and
fragments of tile along with some contemporary coins. This field is called ‘Sunken
Church Field’.
Early medieval-Medieval
During the extensive Hinxton Quarry watching brief in 1992 a total of 11 ditches
were identified tentatively dated to the Saxo-Norman period (TOR 45). A group of
pits and ditches of probable medieval date were also recorded, with one pit
containing burnt clay and carbonised material of a possible kiln or corn drier.
Several boundary ditches shown on the 1833 Inclosure map were also recorded
during these works. Further archaeological excavations in the field north of
Hinxton Quarry between 1993-95 revealed evidence for Saxon settlement in the
form of two grubenhauser (sunken rectangular houses) with domestic refuse pits
dating to between the 5th and 7th centuries AD (TOR 48). The range of AngloSaxon objects recovered included pottery, animal bone, clay loom weights, burnt
clay and quern stone. There is documentary evidence for an Anglo-Saxon
hundred or wapentake meeting place at Whittlesford (TOR 58) only several
hundred metres north west of the settlement uncovered in the quarry.

4.15

The most significant remnant of organizational Saxon rule in the study area is the
north west to south east section of the Brent Ditch (TOR 79/83; SM DCB14)
which forms one of four Saxon Cambridgeshire defensive dyke earthworks. The
Brent Ditch runs from low ground on the eastern side of Pampisford up onto the
high ground across the Icknield Way to the plateau in Great Abingdon. Only a
2.5km section is now denoted on plan and designated as a scheduled
monument. Construction of the drive to Pampisford Hall destroyed much of the
western section and agricultural much of the eastern section. The earthwork
comprises a flat-bottomed ditch with steep sloping sides flanked by two banks,
but it is not possible to state whether the banks are artificial or natural undulations
in the chalk geology. Most records state that the ditch is between 8 and 10
metres wide, but excavations returned widths of between 2-3metres and/or
4.5metres.

4.16

There is continued settlement, activity and movement through the landscape in
the vicinity of the site area during the medieval period. Immediately north a series
of headlands and ridge and furrows were revealed during the laying of the North
Sea gas pipeline (TOR 12). The watching brief for this particular pipeline also
exposed a large flat-bottomed depression, 50ft wide and 4ft deep cut into the
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chalk natural and orientated north west to south east (TOR 14). This former road
appears as a dark feature on aerial photographs, does not appear on the 1779
Enclosure map and therefore is considered to be medieval in origin. A linear
feature or hollow way running SW – NE is denoted on aerial photos immediately to
the south (TOR 32).
4.17

The village of Hinxton has medieval organization and industry with the site of a
16th century watermill (TOR 23). The now completely filled medieval moat at
Lordship Farm (TOR 92) was originally 25ft wide but had been infilled on its
western and southern sides to accommodate farm buildings, whilst closer
investigation found that the moat was originally fed at the south western corner
from the adjoining mill race off the River Cam. A chalk platform of the type utilised
in the medieval period as a house platform was revealed during excavations close
to Hinxton Hall (TOR 72). This suggests and corroborates the documentary
evidence that an earlier phase of settlement existed in this southern portion of
Hinxton village that denoted on the 1799 map. The hall is situated at a distance
from the present village while the drive leading to it is aligned on the axis of the
village high street and originally formed a continuation of the high street, which
was closed up when the grounds were laid out (TOR 24).

4.18

Prior to its stopping up, the high street continued down to the area of the hall and
then turned abruptly west to cross the River Cam and lead into Ickleton. To the
south, the A11 follows the course of the Roman road to Great Chesterford). The
village street and the main road appear to have been separate since 1615, when
church land is described as abutting east of the Cambridge Road, which was then
known as the Portway (Elrington 1978, 220-230).

4.19

4.20

Cropmark features (undated)
There a number of cropmark features identified from one or a number of aerial
photographs over the study area that remain undated, but in some instances lie in
the immediate vicinity of chance discoveries providing a possible date for the
below ground cropmark(s). There are several sites within the site; such as a large
square enclosure (TOR 87) and parts of several smaller rectilinear enclosures (TOR
88, 89), plus a round feature (possibly a pond) and possible bank or roadway
(TOR 17). The National Mapping Programme annotated these cropmarks from a
1976 aerial photograph. No recent flight data supplying aerial photographs or
LiDAR have been utilised, either independently or by Cambridge County Council,
to analyse these features further. A tentative medieval date is suggested. To the
south of Round Plantation on the east of the site, three recorded sites TOR 11, 18
and 90 denote cropmarks of enclosures and two ring ditches adjacent to the
round plantation, Hinxton based on 1959 and 1981 aerial photographs.
Many such features are also annotated within the study area, such as the curving
boundary ditches possibly a park or wood boundary, 200m to south of Bush
Park, Great Abington (TOR 2). There are linear features following the line of the
Brent Ditch, as well as a double ditched feature perpendicular to the line of Brent
Ditch (TOR 80). There are enclosures and a ring ditch to the north of the site in
Pampisford (TOR 9 & 82). A rectilinear cropmark enclosure sited north east of
Field Farm Cottages (TOR 85). A series of ditches, rectangular enclosures and a
ring ditch are sited immediately north of the north western corner of the site, to the
south of A505 (TOR 16, 86). These lie in the vicinity of TOR 60, where a scheme
of field walking the line of the new Hinxton to Pampisford water pipe in 1988
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produced a small quantity of 4th century Romano-British pottery along with a small
quantity of cattle bones. The pottery came from soil below plough level but above
the level of the natural chalk, viz about 75cm below the surface. No archaeological
features were detected.
Historic landscape and built heritage
4.21

The area is characterised by Saxon settlement, with a single nucleated village in
each parish. The various branches of the Ickneild Way crossed the area, which are
used as parish boundaries on the south and east (and also form part of the county
boundary between Cambridgeshire and Essex). The linear village of Hinxton is set
on a slight rise alongside the River Cam along what was then the main road
between Cambridge and Saffron Walden along the valley. At Domesday it was
named as Hestitone and the survey records 38 households and three mills.
Population changed little over the medieval period and in 1563 there were 43
households.

4.22

The form of the medieval village was tightly built along the high street and
extended beyond the present village further to the south. There were a series of
fires in the 17th and early 18th centuries and gaps opened up in the street that
were not rebuilt. By 1615 the main road had shifted to the east to its present
course, though the former alignment is legible in tracks and the boundaries of old
enclosure. Most of the parish of Hinxton was cultivated arable, and also
supported large sheep flocks on areas of meadows and enclosed pasture along
the river. In 1332 there were five open fields and an area of permanent meadow
along the river. The north east of the parish was divided between Church Field
and Middle Field. The open field rotation remained in use with little encroachment
until formal enclosure in the 19th century and the only the old enclosure was along
the river.

4.23

There was a parish church at Hinxton by 1092. The present building facing onto a
small green parallel to the main street retains fabric from c.1200 though most
dates from the later 14th and 15th centuries (LB 24, grade II*). The church at
Pampisford (LB49, grade II*) has Norman features including a tympanum over the
doorway. Both churches have low towers and narrow spires.

4.24

The former chapel of the Hospital of St John the Baptist at Whittlesford (LB33,
grade II* and SM 24432) served a small wayside hospital founded before 1230.
The surviving building relates to a phase of rebuilding c1330 and overlies earlier
buildings. It was suppressed in 1548 and was later used as a barn. The chapel
was restored c.1950 and is open to the public. The 16th century Red Lion Inn to
the north (LB34) is built over the probable location of the infirmary.

4.25

There are several examples of late medieval domestic buildings in Hinxton, which
are characteristic of the countywide survival of substantial medieval houses
(Pevsner pg. 276). They are timber framed and jettied, often with the gable end
onto the village street. No 29 High Street (LB23, grade II*) is a 15th century
guildhouse that was converted to a manor house c.1580, and the adjacent no 31
High Street (LB21) is a 15th century hall house. At the north end of the high street
No 105, The Oak House, (LB4, grade II*) is set back from the road with a five bay
front parallel to the road. It is a former courthouse or woolhouse that again was
converted to a dwelling in the late 16th century. Buildings with early 16th century
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origins are Lordship Farmhouse (LB10), Hall Farmhouse (LB12) and nos 50 and
52 High Street (LB14). Lordship Farm has a partial moat that may relate to an
earlier medieval house (TOR 92). Large numbers of the other buildings in the
village are of 17th century date, including the jettied Red Lion Inn (LB22).
4.26

Later specialised buildings added at the farms within the village street and at
Lordship Farm are of 18th and 19th century date (LB5, LB8 and 9). The present
mill buildings (LB11) consist of the late 18th century mill and adjacent older
cottage. There was a mill on this site alongside Lordship Farm by 1698 (see TOR
92).

4.27

The form of the village was amended for the creation of the house and park at
Hinxton Hall to the south. A small house had been built in 1737, which was
replaced by the present house between 1748 and 1756 (LB27, grade II*). That
was again expanded in several phases to the early 20th century including the early
19th century addition of the stables courtyard with Islamic-style towers and the
game larder (LB 28, 29). The south end of the village street that had extended to
the south of the house was removed for the creation of the park from 1833
onwards. The Ickleton road was diverted around the new park and New Road
was also constructed at this time. The high grade of the listing of the house
recognises the quality of the interior decoration (e.g. Pompeii painted room). The
house was sold 1953 and was used as offices for the research laboratories built in
the grounds. The conservation area boundary excludes the southern expansion
for the Genome campus, which falls outside of the park as depicted on late 19th
century maps.

4.28

The estate at Pampisford to the north is first recorded in 991AD. The older part of
the village consists of rows of small houses set directly onto the road creating
enclosure, though recent development has resulted in a more dispersed pattern.
There are 16th century houses at No 6 and No 7 High Street (LB 35, LB 44),
though most of the houses are 17th century, predominantly single storey,
thatched and set directly onto the street (LB37- 42).

4.29

The older part of Sawston is beyond the 1km study area, as is Sawston Hall
(grade I), a stone courtyard house built 1557-84 and now set within a wooded and
enclosed 19th century designed landscape. In the 19th century Sawston became
one of the few industrial villages in Cambridgeshire through the rapid expansion
between 1850 and 1860 of the existing manufacture of paper (recorded at several
of the mills on the river from the 17th century) and tannery and leatherworks. The
dominant local employers also built workers housing within and around the village.

4.30

Duxford was in a different form from the other linear villages, based on two parallel
streets, with two churches, that had been separately founded by 12th century by
the holders of the two main manors. Again, most of the village is beyond the
study area, except for an 18th century mill and millhouse in a location on the river
occupied by a mill since Domesday (LB30).

4.31

There are references to a medieval deer park at Abington (HER4). It is recorded
from around 1100 and had been disparked by the 1330s.

4.32

The rural landscape was substantially reorganised in the early 19th century as a
result of formal parliamentary enclosure (Pampisford in 1801, Sawston in 1802,
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Duxford in 1823 and Hinxton in 1833) and a phase of creation of new country
houses and designed landscapes from the formerly agricultural land.
4.33

The new house at Pampisford Hall was built after 1812 and was expanded several
times over the course of the 19th century. The parkland and woods were laid out
between 1820 and 1831, and had increased to the existing size by the 1860s. A
single open vista extends from the south east front of the house through the
woodland. The designed landscape is included in the national register at grade II*,
principally for the interest of the arboretum begun in the 1820s. The southern
edge of the park, including the woodland along the Brent Ditch, fall within the 1km
study area, the house itself is just outside.

4.34

The enclosure of Hinxton parish led to the further concentration of land holdings,
and creation of a new estate by Wedd William Nash who held nearly two-thirds of
the parish. The new estate at Hinxton Grange, built in 1835, consisted of a formal
house with stables and coachhouse, pleasure grounds and a walled garden, set
within a small square park, and a separate farm and three cottages at New Farm
to the north. Some of the main boundaries between the open fields were retained
in the new field layout, such as the long east west aligned tracks, one the parish
boundary.

4.35

The 1886 OS map (figure 4.b) shows the study area crossed by the broadly
parallel lines of the river, the railway and several main roads, with the single village
in each parish. Field patterns at Hinxton, reflecting the very late enclosure, are
regular and the very large scale in contrast to the smaller geometric layout to the
south west and the more irregular patterns in the north, with more extensive areas
of woodland. There are few features in the site area, which consists of five very
large fields surrounding the square of the parkland at Hinxton Grange. The former
route of a short-lived branch line off the London crosses the eastern part of the
site to Cambridge railway from Great Chesterford to Newmarket, which opened in
1848, and closed in 1851.

4.36

In the later 19th century population declined across all of the villages except
Sawston, where significant new housing was built for workers at the two factories.
There was also new building of council houses from the 1920s, and the old centre
became a small portion of the much expanded village.

4.37

In the north east of the study area at Little Abington is the distinctive layout of the
5-acre smallholdings established from 1934 by the Land Settlement Association
as one of 21 estates intended to resettle unemployed families. Some plots are still
occupied by nurseries.

4.38

During WWII Hinxton Grange was in use as an anti aircraft HQ, and the HER
records the site of a searchlight battery as well as the extant pillbox on a track on
the south of the site (HER1). There is also a record of brief use of the estate as a
PoW camp. A total of 13 sites of destroyed pillboxes are recorded in the study
area. Six on the western bank of the River Cam (TOR 25-27) were predominantly
hexagonal in design along with one rectangular example. There were three further
examples close to Whittlesford Station (TOR 40-42) and four hexagonal examples
on either side of the railway line heading north of Duxford (TOR 65, 66 and 73,
74).
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5

Heritage values and significance

5.1

The range of heritage values that may be attached to a place are outlined in the
English Heritage document Conservation principles: policies and guidance for the
sustainable management of the historic environment, 2008. The guidance
identifies four main categories of heritage values:
Evidential value: the potential of a place to yield new evidence about past human
activity. This aspect is most closely related to the fabric of a heritage asset, and
often applies most to archaeological sites.
Historical value: the ways in which past people, events and aspects of life can be
connected through a place to the present (this is split into two aspects; illustrative
and associative).
Aesthetic value: the ways in which people draw sensory and intellectual
stimulation from a place, both from deliberate design and from the fortuitous effect
of organic change over time.
Communal value: the meanings of a place for the people who relate to it, or for
whom it figures in their collective experience or memory (again this includes
several aspects, commemorative, social and spiritual). Social value is associated
with places that people perceive as a source of identity, distinctiveness, social
interaction and coherence, often from a community function that may have little or
no direct relationship to any formal historical or aesthetic values.

5.2

5.3

5.4

Some or all of these values can be attributed to the known and recorded heritage
resource present within the development site boundary.
Archaeology
The degree of preservation of potential buried remains within the study area may
have been affected by ploughing prior to the early 19th century and by modern
construction over the last 100 years. Earlier buried remains (particularly prehistoric
and Roman features) may have been affected by medieval and post-medieval
ploughing if and when the site was part of open fields. However, ploughing would
only cause partial truncation. The present day site has had a number of new
buildings located mainly towards the centre, while the rest of the site has been
landscaped in the 19th century, thus preserving any buried remains from modern
agricultural practices. Therefore, unless any other structures existed on the site in
the intervening years, modern development may have only had a minimal effect on
surviving archaeology.
Archaeological investigations over the past 20 years along the River Cam have
resulted in a greater appreciation of what was once a very attractive settlement
location from early prehistory. The extensive non designated archaeological
material recorded within this study area indicates the high potential for similar
archaeology present within the undeveloped agricultural land centred on Hinxton
Grange. There is clear, discernible cropmark features recorded in the central land
holding of the Grange itself (TOR 17, 87-89), all of which are suggested as
possible medieval enclosures, while a series of features south of Round Plantation
to the east (TOR 11, 18 and 90) may represent the below ground remains of
prehistoric features, such as a ring ditch (the ploughed out remains of a Bronze
Age barrow monument).
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5.5

There are noticeable gaps across the study area in the cropmark data, which
should not be seen as proof of sterile archaeological conditions. It is likely that this
is the result of a combination of unsuitable crops/landuse at the time of capturing
the photographs, of underlying features being masked by alluvial build-up or of
areas where either archaeological features do not survive or have never existed.
Only additional surveys can aid further discussion regarding the survival, nature
and extent of archaeological deposits across the extensive agricultural landscape.

5.6

Based upon the archaeological evidence known and recorded in the CHER
appraised here and suspected on the site from aerial photography coverage
identifying complexes of sites as yet unevaluated, it is considered that the non
designated archaeological resource is of high-medium value. Cambridgeshire
County Council Archaeologist may recommend certain sites, if they are revealed in
future surveys and evaluated as of clearly high value, to be preserved in situ in the
future design proposals. Those sites of lower value could be preserved by record
and their future excavation seen as a valuable addition to what is a rich
archaeological landscape above the River Cam.

5.7

Built heritage
The larger of the two site areas includes the small country house at Hinxton
Grange (LB1), and the associated buildings including the stables and coachhouse
(LB2), walled garden and the much altered related building group at New Farm to
the north. There is an additional courtyard of modern single storey black timber
stables to the east of the house. The grade-II listed house is set within the square
parkland laid out at the time of construction and served by a long drive from the
road. The former lodge had been demolished by 1971. The parkland has deep
wooded boundaries on the north and east sides (to screen New Farm) and more
open boundaries on the other sides with localised planting of specimen trees and
some clumps. Further surviving elements of the designed landscape are the
woodland belt and Round Plantation on a higher point on the east boundary of the
edge of the chalk.

5.8

Hinxton Grange is of high value as a coherent group of historic buildings that was
constructed in a single phase after enclosure, created on a new site for a locally
dominant landowner and within a largely unaltered setting of designed landscape.
It is distant from the village and set at the end of a long approach drive, defining its
status and establishing a clear hierarchy within the buildings. The planned farm at
New Farm is some distance to the north of the house, allowing the appropriate
separation but retaining the historic association. The formal house has an
entrance front to the west with portico and a garden front to the south. The
gardens are laid out between wooded sections that create formal axial views as
well as the more informal and kinetic views from the drive. The walled garden
survives to the east at some distance from the house. It was used for a dressage
arena, and is occupied by a large warehouse building operated by Mighton Ltd.
Only the walls remain, largely obscured by vegetation, and it is unclear how intact
they are. New Farm and the three cottages to the north have been converted to
residential use and some additional buildings.

5.9

Otherwise the historic landscape character contribution of the site area is weak.
There are few remaining field boundaries, only the long established structural
divisions of the landscape defining the south and north of the site that were
retained at enclosure from the earlier open fields (particularly the northern one that
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is also the parish boundary). Part of the wooded alignment of the railway remains
alongside the A11.
5.10

The WWII pillbox on one of the tracks in the south of the site (HER1) is a plain
concrete hexagon structure consistent with the national standard type 22. The
HER for the study area includes many former sites of pillboxes that have been
removed (TOR 25 - 28, 40 - 42, 65, 66, 73, 74) so the surviving example within
the site area is a non-designated asset of local interest.

5.11

The smaller triangle site is a single large field parcel and is bounded by major
highways and development including the industrial estates on the south side of
Sawston. There are no known features on site. Beyond an area of woodland to
the west at Whittlesford Station the small closely related group of historic buildings
at the former chapel of the Hospital of St John the Baptist at Whittlesford (LB33,
grade II* and SM 24432) and Red Lion (LB34) are part of the mixed group of
development including the significant new hotel development, the large station car
park and other railway related development. The principal interest of the chapel is
the fabric (reflected in the dual designation) and the present setting contributes
little.

5.12

Each of the old villages within the 1km study area is designated a conservation
area and the listed buildings are concentrated within the village centres. No
adopted appraisal has been produced for the conservation areas at Hinxton,
Pampisford or Duxford.

5.13

The boundary of the Hinxton conservation area extends up to the west side of the
A1301 in recognition of the importance of the land up to the road as the setting to
the village. The linear form of the village, with buildings set directly onto the main
street, integrating the courtyards of the large former farm or manor complexes, is
broken by some gaps that allow view out to the surrounding landscape. At the
northern end of the village the High Street reduces to field tracks that fossilise the
older road alignment prior to the shift of the Cambridge road to the east by the
early 17th century. The rear of buildings and the distinctive needle spire of the
church is visible above the surrounding trees from a number of vantage points.

5.14

The conservation area designation at Pampisford is tightly defined around the old
village along the high street and sequences of historic cottages alongside the
church, excluding the development linking to the south end of Sawston. The
conservation area is enclosed, with wooded boundaries and few external views,
though it is visible across open field from the highway.

5.15

The part of the village of Sawston that falls within the study area is the recent
development of the large industrial estate at the south end of the village around
the 19th century mill building (the former Langford Arch leather and parchment
factory). The old centre is contained by more recent development and a large part
of the designated area is the enclosed and private wooded grounds of Sawston
Hall. The conservation area appraisal (2007) does not identify distant views or
connections (to the Site) beyond the designated area as significant.

5.16

Only the eastern edge of the Duxford conservation area at the mill on the river falls
within the study area. Again the old village is largely contained by recent
development.
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5.17

Small parts of the two registered parks fall within the study area, for each the
house itself is beyond the 1km. Both are 19th century landscapes and are
significantly wooded. The park at Pampisford Hall has particular value for the
collection of specimen trees and the single axial view from the house to the south
east is directed away from the site to the south, which is beyond the wooded
alignment of the Brent Ditch. At Sawston Hall the woodland landscape around
the house is surrounded by the expanded village but appears separate from it.

6

Conclusions and recommendations

6.1

The study area assessed contains a rich cultural heritage resource of
archaeological evidence, extant buildings and intact areas of historic landscape.

6.2

Irrespective of the form or quantum, future development proposals would all
involve some level of disturbance across the site area, which on the whole has not
been the subject of previous historical impact, other than activity associated with
agriculture. This would have caused some truncation of below ground
archaeological features in specific areas of the site but cannot be seen as
removing the archaeological resource completely.

6.3

Where recent development has taken place in the study area, albeit at lower
elevations on the gravel terrace deposits of the Cam floodplain, multi-period
archaeological remains have been uncovered that have added greatly to the local
record. In line with best practice and in order to ensure a robust and
comprehensive impact assessment accompanies a future planning application at
this site, it is recommended that further schemes of evaluation be undertaken to
refine the master plan. This will ensure that safeguards are in place where
archaeology may be required to be preserved in situ.

6.4

Early consultation with the CCC Archaeology Officer has resulted in the necessary
recommendations in the form of a brief and specification for evaluation (see
appendix 2). Liaison amongst the development team has ensured that
geotechnical site investigations across the site will be appraised and/or monitored
archaeologically to gain an early appraisal of ground conditions and survival of
archaeological stratigraphy. Continued consultation prior to the submission of an
outline planning application will ensure that all matters regarding the assessment
of the archaeological resource will be addressed.

6.5

Any master plan for future development will have to ensure that the settings of the
listed buildings, the registered parks and gardens and the conservation areas are
not adversely affected. The parkland at Hinxton Grange is essential setting for the
listed buildings. It has a formal and simple relationship and any break or
development within this area, or visible development above the tree line, would
reduce the value of the setting for the listed buildings. Options for retention of the
pillbox should also be examined.

6.6

In the study area there is potential for impact on Hinxton conservation area as a
result of development opposite the northern part of the village and entrance to the
conservation area. There is limited potential for effects on the other conservation
areas or on the registered parks because of the nature of these assets, and the
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effects of distance and significant intervening development. The appraisal of
Sawston conservation area refers to the adverse effects of traffic and of the knock
on effect of the changes to buildings in response. The master plan process will
therefore need to consider the effects of traffic and of any off site works required,
or change to the character of the roads within the villages or close to the historic
buildings at Whittlesford railway station.
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Appendix 1

Gazetteers

Gazetteer of undesignated archaeological assets in the study area (figure 1)
TOR
ID.

Cambs HER
ID.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29

MCB17610
11469
6190
6190
6190
6190
6190
6190
6187
6203
9362
6186
06187A
6188
6189
8904
9052
9362
11491
11500
11510
11687
01266C
8127
CB15058
CB15059
CB15059
CB15060
MCB20265

30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44

CB15363
MCB19677
9053
11687A
193
04137A
4102
4105
4106
4225
CB15062
CB15063
CB15064
CB15339
10706

45
46
47
48

10706A
11306
11306A
11306B

Site description
A single evaluation trench revealed one undated pit/ditch, with
evidence for considerable modern activity/disturbance, Brewery
Road, Pampisford
Cropmarks to S and SE of Bush Park, Great Abington
Cropmark features, Great Abington – possibly Bronze Age?
Cropmark features, Great Abington – possibly Bronze Age?
Cropmark features, Great Abington – possibly Bronze Age?
Cropmark features, Great Abington – possibly Bronze Age?
Cropmark features, Great Abington – possibly Bronze Age?
Cropmark features, Great Abington – possibly Bronze Age?
Cropmark enclosures and ring ditch, Pampisford
Cropmark enclosure and ring ditch, Pampisford
Enclosures and ring ditches, Hinxton
Medieval headlands, S of Pampisford Hall
Roman pottery, Pampisford
Medieval road, Pampisford
Roman pottery, Pampisford Park
Cropmark site, Pampisford
Rectilinear enclosures, Hinxton
Enclosures and ring ditches, Hinxton
Roman metal objects, Hinxton
Silver key, Great Abington
Roman remains, A11 Stump Cross to Four Went Ways
Roman enclosure and ditches, Hinxton Hall
Site of C16th watermill, Hinxton
Hinxton shrunken village
Destroyed pillboxes, Ickleton
Destroyed pillboxes, Hinxton Ford
Destroyed pillboxes, Hinxton Ford
Destroyed pillbox, W of Hinxton
War Memorial, Hinxton
Romano-British ditches and Post Medieval parterre, Moorfield
Road, Duxford, Site 1
Late Iron Age/Early Roman features at Moorfield Road, Duxford
Linear feature, Pampisford
Undated fence line and wall boundary, Hinxton Hall
Roman remains, Abington Park Farm
Saint John the Baptist's Church, Pampisford
Mesolithic/Neolithic site, Pampisford
Bronze Age inhumation, Whittlesford
Roman pottery, Pampisford
Roman metalwork finds, Duxford
Destroyed pillbox, River Cam
Destroyed pillbox, Whittlesford Station
Destroyed pillbox, Whittlesford Station
Iron Age ditch, A505/A1301 roundabout, Duxford
Hinxton Quarry Watching Brief Area 1 (lithic implements)
Saxo-Norman to Post Medieval remains, Hinxton Quarry Watching
Brief Area 2
Ring ditch, Hinxton Quarry
Neolithic flint scatter, Hinxton Quarry
Saxon settlement, Hinxton Quarry

TOR
ID.
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70

Cambs HER
ID.
10875
11306C
11940
11978
11978a
CB15630
11720
4108
4109
11892
8822
9236
9738
10260
4101
4107
MCB16377
MCB16378
MCB18240
MCB18239
MCB18332
MCB19911

71
72
73
74

MCB20122
CB15634
MCB16379
MCB16380

75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93

MCB20152
6191
6190
6190
6227
9051
9360
6187
6227
4169
9359
8904
9052
9052
9052
9362
4210
01266a
1007

Site description
Fieldwalking finds, Hinxton Quarry
Droveway, Hinxton Quarry
Iron Age cemetery, Hinxton Quarry
Prehistoric features, Hinxton Quarry North Field
Roman remains, North Field, Hinxton Quarry
Roman inhumations, Hinxton Quarry
Modern remains, The Spike, High Street, Sawston
Neolithic flint axe, Sawston
Flint implements, Pampisford
Whittlesford Wapentake
Roman settlement, Hinxton
Roman pottery and animal bones, Hinxton
Roman farmstead and corn drying kiln, Hinxton
Post-medieval fieldwalking finds, Hinxton Quarry
Skeleton, Whittlesford
Flint artefacts, Pampisford
Destroyed pillbox, Pampisford Mill
Destroyed pillbox, Whittlesford station
Medieval and post-medieval activity, Red Lion, Whittlesford Bridge
Mesolithic- Neolithic activity, Red Lion, Whittlesford Bridge
Milestone, A10, Landbeach
Medieval features at the Red Lion Hotel, Whittlesford
Medieval and post-medieval activity at Red Lion Hotel, Whittlesford
Bridge
Medieval chalk house platform, Hinxton Hall
Destroyed pillbox, Millfield Farm
Destroyed pillbox, Whittlesford rail bridge
Pottery production site and agricultural use on land east of
Moorfield Road, Duxford
Roman enclosure, Great Abington
Cropmark features, Great Abington – possibly Bronze Age?
Cropmark features, Great Abington – possibly Bronze Age?
Brent Ditch (Saxon)
Linear features, near Brent Ditch, Great Abington
Cropmark enclosures, Pampisford
Cropmark enclosures and ring ditch, Pampisford
Brent Ditch
Roman settlement, Rectory Farm, Pampisford
Cropmark enclosure, Field Farm
Cropmark site, Pampisford
Rectilinear enclosures (medieval?), Hinxton
Rectilinear enclosures (medieval?), Hinxton
Rectilinear enclosures (medieval?), Hinxton
Enclosures and ring ditches, Hinxton
Romano-British settlement site, Duxford
Moat at Lordship Farm, Hinxton
Post-Medieval moated site, Coldham's Moat, Duxford

Archaeological events in the study area (figure 2)
TOR
Event ID

Cambs HER
ID

Description

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

ECB2611
ECB105
ECB1187
ECB1243
ECB1270
ECB1271
ECB1272
ECB1273
ECB1274
ECB1275
ECB1277
ECB1317
ECB1377
ECB1478
ECB1869
ECB1981
ECB237
ECB238
ECB239
ECB240
ECB242

22
23
24
25
26

ECB2611
ECB2972
ECB3284
ECB3516
ECB362

27

ECB3815

28

ECB4001

29
30
31
32
33
34
35

ECB513
ECB2234
ECB2270
ECB2295
ECB236
ECB295
ECB3466

36
37
38
39

ECB401
ECB836
ECB838
ECB839

Evaluation at Moorfield Road, Duxford, Site 1, 2003
Evaluation at the A505/A1301 roundabout, Duxford, 1999
Archaeological assessment at Duxford, 1990
Excavations at Brent Ditch, Pampisford, 1992
Archaeological assessment at Hinxton, 1991
Watching brief at Hinxton Quarry, 1992
Assessment at Hinxton Quarry, 1993
Stage 2 fieldwalking at Hinxton Quarry, 1994
Excavation at Hinxton Quarry Mid Arm Field, 1994
Excavation at Hinxton Quarry North Field, 1995
Phase II assessment at Hinxton Hall, 1993
Excavation at A11 Stump Cross to Four Wentways, 1994
Evaluation at the Spike, High Street, Sawston, 1995
AP assessment, Rickett Field site, 2004
AP assessment, Land off Lacey's Way, Duxford, 2004
AP appraisal, Proposed McDonalds Restaurant, Hinxton, 1999
Recording brief at Hinxton Hall New Lake Site, 1994
Assessment at Hinxton Hall, 1993
Hinxton Hall earthwork survey, 1995
Evaluation in North Parkland Hinxton Hall, 1996
Excavation at Lordship Farm, Hinxton, 1999
Evaluation at Dixon International Group, Brewery Road, Pampisford,
2007
Evaluation at Red Lion, Whittlesford Bridge, 2008
Archaeological Excavation at the The Red Lion Hotel Whittlesford,
Phase 2 evaluation at Red Lion Hotel, Whittlesford Bridge, 2008
Fieldwalking and evaluation at Duxford, 1991
Archaeological Evaluation at Land East Of Moorfield Road, South Of
A505, Duxford, Cambridgeshire
Archaeological Excavation at Land East Of Moorfield Road, South Of
A505, Duxford, 2013
Evaluation and excavation on A11 between Stump Cross to Four
Went Ways, 1993
Geophysical survey at Hinxton Quarry, 1995
Geophysical survey on Land North of Hinxton Quarry, 1994
Geophysical survey at Hinxton Hall Park, 1993
Evaluation of Hinxton Hall Northern Ha-ha, 1997
Site visit at Saint John the Baptist, Pampisford, 2000
Fieldwalking by Duxford School Archaeology Club, 1976
Evaluation along the Hinxton Hall to Great Chesterford Water Main,
1995
Watching brief, Pampisford Park gas pipeline, 1968
Watching brief at Brent Ditch, 1968
Watching brief, gas pipeline, Pampisford, 1968

Listed buildings (figure 3)
TOR ref
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Description
Hinxton Grange GV II
Farmhouse. c.1835 post inclosure, by Wedd William Nash. Gault brick with moulded stone
dressings. Slate roofs. Octagonal stacks. Two storeys with symmetrical facade with outer bays
slightly advanced and pedimented. Deep eaves. Moulded stone architraves with projecting cornices
supported on console brackets and with applied pattern to wooden pelmets. Ground floor garden
windows to left and right hand, left hand first floor casement window and right hand twelve-paned
hung sash window. Fluted Greek Doric portico on stone steps with flat roof and glazed panelled
door. Tented canopy to verandah in south elevation. Interior details contemporary include staircase
and chimney pieces. V.C.H., Cambs. Vol. VI, p223
Stable and Coach House to north-east of Hinxton Grange GV II
Stables and coach house. c.1835. Flint with gault brick quoins and dressings. Slated roof. Two
storeys. Central pedimented gable with three first floor hung sash windows with glazing bars. Central
double boarded doors flanked by segmental-headed single doors each with single windows.
Included for group value.
Nos. 125, 127 and 129 High Street GV II
Row of three cottages. Late C18 or early C19 with C20 restoration. Timber-framed and plastered
with painted flint plinth. Thatched roof. One storey. Three C20 boarded doors, five windows with
glazing bars include two horizontal sliding sash windows. Two red brick ridge stacks.
No 105 High Street (The Oak House) GV II*
Courthouse or woolhall converted in late C16 or later to domestic use, restored c.1930, architect Col
Elliot. Close-studded timber-frame with plastered panels and C20 red brick nogging at ground floor.
Plain tiled roof. Ridge stack to right of centre, end stack to right hand and side stack to rear rebuilt or
partly rebuilt with dentil brick cornices. Two storeys with inserted attic floors. Five original equal bays
divided by closed truss to two rooms at each floor with three bays to south rooms and two bays to
north, (rebuilding of west wall may be evidence for a wing or staircase). Street elevation: Gable end
jetty to left hand; main entrance in second bay from south with plank door. Four ground floor and five
first floor c.1930 iron casement windows with leaded lights. Interior: Double ogee-moulded cross
beams, defaced corbels to posts of main south room. Cambered tie beams with hollow-chamfered
solid braces and with octagonal crown posts braced to collar purlin; plain crown posts and
unmoulded tie beam to north room. Paintings seen in south room 1951 not visible. C16 and C17 oak
panelling reset. R.C.H.M. Report, 1951 V.C.H., Vol. VI, p221
No 86 (Pettitts Barn (formerly listed as Barn at rear of Nos 82 and 84) No 88 (The Old Byre) GV II
Barn formerly one of a group of farm buildings converted to domestic use. C17 with C20 alterations.
Timber-framed and weatherboarded. Thatched roof hipped to left hand. Former entrance with
double doors facing west now blocked by internal plastered wall with first floor horizontal sliding
sash. C20 red brick side stack to left hand and stack behind the ridye to right of centre. Interior: Four
timber-framed bays. The barn is attached to the former stables and loft. (The Old Byre) also
converted to domestic use, but in separate ownership.
Nos. 82 and 84 High Street II
Farmhouse converted to two dwellings. Late C17 with C18 and C19 alterations. Timber-framed and
plastered with some weatherboarding, tarred brick plinth. Red plain tiled roof half hipped to left hand;
pantiled outhouse. Red brick, rectangular planned ridge stack to right of centre. Two storeys with
attic and cellar, single storey outhouse to north. Original three unit plan extended by one bay in C18
to south, altered to two dwellings in C19 with inserted staircase and internal partitions, and outhouse
to north added. Street elevation: Coved plastered eaves cornice, steps to two entrances to left hand
with four-flush-panelled door and to boarded right hand door. Three ground floor and three first floor
nine-paned hung sash windows, one horizontal sliding sash. Interior: Baking oven to original kitchen
hearth, evidence of original windows, stop-chamfered ceiling beams. Fire insurance plaque in front
elevation.
Nos. 93 and 95 High Street GV II
Pair of houses. C18, altered. Timber-framed and rendered with coved eaves cornice. C20 ridged
pantiled roof. Gault brick ridge stack to right of centre. Two storeys. Two entrances. Four ground
floor windows of various sizes include two horizontal sliding sash windows; three first floor casement
windows. Included for group value.
Blacksmith's Shop, coach house and stables to north east of Lordship Farmhouse GV II
Blacksmith's Shop, coach house and stables. C18 and C19. Walls of timber-frame plastered and
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weatherboarded, flint, brick and clay bat. Plain tile roofs each independently framed. Boarded doors
with double doors to coach house. Single storeyed with loft over stable block, blacksmith's shop
with original fittings. Included for group value.
Granary to south east of Lordship Farmhouse GV II
Granary. Early to mid C19. Timber-framed and weatherboarded standing on brick piers with stone
caps. Half hipped slated roof. Two storeys with original external access to first floor. Five short bays
with two boarded door. Interior: Fitted with corn bins. Included for group value.
Lordship Farmhouse GV II
Farmhouse. Early C16 and possibly later with C19 alterations and additions. Timber-framed and
plastered (with C18 pargetting), flint casing and painted brick plinth. Plain tiled roofs, and slated C19
roofs. Brick; stack to south gable rebuilt with two diagonal shafts; tall side stack to cross wing. Long
two storey north-south range incorporating an early C16 east-west jettied cross wing with hipped
gablet roof to east and with oriignal bargeboard to west gable. Part of the earlier building may survive
the C19 alterations in the main range. East elevation; lean-tos flank projecting cross wing with gabled
entrance porch to right hand. Four-panelled entrance door, four ground floor windows and four first
floor windows of various sizes with glazing bars. Interior: Details C19 with boxed ceiling beams. The
farmhouse is sited within a moat and was possibly a manor house, it was the manor farm by 1862.
V.C.H., Vol. VI, p224
Hinxton Watermill and Miller's Cottage GV II
Watermill and attached cottage. Cottage C17 with additions c.1766 (dated stack). Mill late C18 with
C19 alterations. Timber-framed, plastered and weatherboarded; C19 gault brick. Thatched, pantiled
and corrugated iron roofs. Buildings forming an L-plan. Mill to north west two storeys and attic with
added Day of two storeys linking north-south cottage range of one storey and attics. North elevation:
Original mill weatherboarded with brick plinth. Loft door and boarded entrance door to left hand,
double door to right of centre to wheelhouse, and loft door and boarded entrance door to extreme
right. Two first floor and one ground floor twelve-paned hung sash windows. Large hungy sash
window with margin glazing bars in segmental brick arch. Gable of cottage cased in brick with
glazed door and large first floor hung sash window. East elevation of cottage with plain tall red brick
stacks, to left and right hand, two ground floor twelve-paned hung sash windows and two gabled
dormer windows with casements. Interior: Original undershot mill wheel removed c.1914 and a "Little
Giant" turbine, manufactured by J C Wilson & Co, Picton, Ontario (patented 1875) installed driving
three mill stones; a lay shaft provides motive power to a sack hoist and water pump. Machine and
corn bins shutes hoppers etc complete. The mill was last used in 1950 and is now owned by the
Cambridge Cottage Preservation Society. V.C.H., Vol. VI, p226
No. 58 High Street (Hall Farmhouse) GV II
Farmhouse. Early C16 with late C16 or early C17 alterations and additions, replanned in C19.
Timber-framed and plastered with painted brick plinth. Plain tiled roofs. Two end stacks to south of
cross wings of C19 red and gault brick with some reused brick; reduced painted brick stack to north
gable. One storey and attic with cellar. Main range possibly an open hall reroofed with two jettied
cross wings to east and west. West cross wing early C16 jettied also to street elevation with stair
turret surviving C19 demolition of north chimney. East cross wing late C16 or early C17. Main
entrance from street with six-panelled C19 door, one sixteen-paned hung sash window to right hand
and two similar first floor windows. Pantiled lean-to bakehouse and brewhouse to south of east
cross wing. Interior: West cross wing substantial timber-frame of three bays with closed truss
dividing bays in two and one. Moulded cross beams to main room with ogee-hollow-chamfers
repeated in side purlins with hollow-chamfered collar, wind and arch braces to roof trusses. A late
C14 stone arcade panel of five bays is said to have been removed from the church in the C19 by the
church warden. Carved spandrels resited above doors, may be original to the buildiing, and also the
folded leaf bressumer reused in east cross wing, possibly taken from the west cross wing hearth; all
other details C19. R.C.H.M. Report 1951 V.C.H., Vol. VI, p221
Pump to east of No. 58 (Hall Farmhouse) GV II
Pump. Late C19. Cast iron with fluted domed cap, spout and weighted lever situated over a well.
Nos. 50 and 52 High Street GV II
House now two dwellings. Late C16 or early C17 with later alterations and additions. Exposed
timber-frame with plastered infill and cemented brick plinth. Tiled Roofs. Ridge stack, end stack to
left hand and rear stack. Two storeys with north cellar to main range jettied to street and with a lower
rear wing to north. Two C19 gable end lean-tos. Main range of two bays with tension braces
tenoned to posts and studs, curved jetty brackets at bays. Entrances to left and right hand with
cellar entrance to left hand. Two ground floor casement windows with sill to right hand window
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originally moulded; two similar first floor casement windows. Interior: stop-chamfered ceiling beams
and moulded bressumer to sealed hearth in room to east. R.C.H.M., Report 1951
No. 46 High Street GV II
House. Late C18 or early C19 with later addition and C20 alterations. Timber-framed and plastered,
red and gault brick. Plain tiled roofs. Two storeys; double pile plan formed of two parallel ranges.
Stack to west of ridge. Two early C20 ground floor, and two first floor symmetrically arranged
casement windows with four-panelled door to left hand.
No. 44 High Street (Sparrows Cottage) GV II
House. Late C17 or early C18 with C19 and C20 alterations. 'Timber-framed and plastered.
Thatched roof hipped to left hand with side stack. Ridge stack to right of centre. Two storeys and
rear outshut. Three unit plan. Main entrance with C20 door approached by steps. Two ground floor
horizontal sliding sash windows and one nine-paned hung sash window to right hand, similar
arrangement of first floor windows. Plastered plinth. Interior: Exposed timber-frame and floor frames.
No. 47 High Street
GV II House. Early C17 with C19 alterations. Timber-framed and plastered, painted brick plinth. Plain
tiled roof with rectangular planned ridge stack to right of centre. One storey and attic and cellar; one
storey rear wing. Half-glazed C19 panelled door originally with stepped entry; three ground floor
windows and two gabled casement dormer windows. Interior: Exposed timber-frame with chimney
bay; timber in rear wing of two bays reused possibly from a barn. Main hearth with clunch and brick
jambs, and shaped heads to niches. The house was a butcher's shop until 1949.
No. 1 (Church Green Cottage) GV II
House. Late C17 with later C18 and C19 additions. C20 renovation. Timber-framed with C20
pargetted render. Thatched roofs hipped to right hand. Red brick plinth and two rebuilt stacks. One
storey and attic with L-plan to corner. Main entrance facing south. South elevation with six ground
floor casement windows and four casement dormer windows. Interior: Exposed timber-frame,
inserted floor frames of reused timber. Inglenook hearth with shaped heads to niches
Village pump at corner with Church Green and High Street GV II
Pump. C19. Cast iron pump with fluted head and domed cap, spout and weighted handle situated
over a well or cistern. Makers plaque inscribed Barnford.
K6 Telephone Kiosk GV II
Telephone kiosk, Type K6. Designed 1935 by Sir Giles Gilbert Scott. Made by various contractors.
Cast iron. Square kiosk with domed roof Unperforated crowns to top panels and margin glazing to
windows and door.
No. 31 High Street GV II
House. Late C15 or early C16 with C18 or later rebuilding and alterations. Timber-framed and
plastered with high tarred cemented plinth. Cedar shingled roof replaciny original thatch, ridge stack
to left of centre. One storey and attic and cellar. Four timber-framed bays; two bays to north an open
hall with inserted floor and frame to display truss; two bays to south rebuilt. Rebuilt stack and
hearths. Main entrance in north gable; three ground floor casement windows and two casement
dormer windows.
Red Lion Inn GV II
Inn. C17 or earlier. Timber-framed and plastered with painted and plastered brick plinth. C19 flint
with gault brick dressings. Plain tiled roofs. Large red brick ridge stack, reduced stack to right hand,
side stack to left hand. Two storeys. Double pile plan with rear range and two jettied gabled ranges
to west; C19 lean-to to north with main entrance. Two oriel windows with brick bases originally
moulded at cill (R.C.H.M.) and C20 casement windows. Plastered jetty with curved jetty brackets.
Two first floor nine-paned hung sash windows. R.C.H.M. Report 1951 V.C.H. Vol. VI, p221
No. 29 High Street (The Old Manor House) (formerly listed as The Tudor House) . GV II*
Guildhall. Late C15, converted to a manor house c.1580 with late C17 or early C18 alterations.
Timber-framed and plastered with brick plinth. Red plain tiled roof. Late C16 ridge stack with four
reduced octagonal shafts with moulded bases; capped stack on east side to additional C17 hearth.
Two storeys with inserted late C16 or early C17 attic floor; part cellar to east. Four equal timberframed bays jettied originally to the north (facing the former Red Lion square) and false jettied to west
in late C16 rebuilt gable; three brackets to corner post and brackets at each bay with remains of
carved pilasters at each post. Entrance in second bay from west with late C16 chamfered door
frame built beside fragment of original door head in situ; boarded door. Three first floor and three
ground floor casement windows of various sizes, some in original openings with internal shutter
grooves or rebates, (three early windows include one with moulded mullions and one with diamond
mullions - C15 window in gable resited). Interior: Originally unheated with first floor hall of four bays;
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three crown post trusses with octagonal crown posts with moulded caps and bases on hollowchamfered cambered tie beams with curved braces, (central truss altered for late C16 partition and
inserted stack and newel staircase). Central ground floor room with double ogee-moulded cross
beams. Large inserted stack with Renaissance red brick pedimented hearth in room to east, perhaps
originally plastered; large open hearth with chamfered mantel beam, two brick niches and two round
headed niches above. Some C16 boarded doors and original hinges. Late C17 side purlin
reconstruction of roof. Wall paintings, noteworthy, late C16 (Rouse) in monochrome grey Italian
Renaissance designs in central room, and first floor room to east: C18 polychrome paintings in east
ground floor room, and formerly in west room. The guildhall, part of the manor of Hinxton owned by
the De Veres in 1485, Earl's Colne Priory (Essex) in 1494, was regranted to the De Veres in 1536
and sold to John Machell and later Sir James Deane's brother in 1597 who were possibly
responsible for the alterations. A manor court was held in the courtyard by c.1600 after its
conversion. R.C.H.M. Report 1951 V.C.H., Vol. VI, p222-3 Rouse. C, Report 1963
Parish Church of St Mary and St John the Evangelist (formerly listed as Blessed Virgin Mary and St
John the Baptist) GV II*
Parish Church. Chancel, nave and west tower c.1200, mid C14 south chapel, and chancel arch
rebuilt. South porch later C14 and west tower rebuilt except for east wall. C15 south aisle between
porch and south chapel built by bequest of Sir Thomas Skelton (d.1416), east wall of chancel rebuilt
possibly late C17. C19 restorations. Walls of flint rubble with Barnack limestone and clunch
dressings. Roofs plain tiled and leaded. South elevation: Tower of two stages with moulded plinth
and embattled parapet with lead-covered octagonal timber spire with crocketed finial and sanctus
bell. Three stage diagonal buttress on west end, trefoiled-light belfry window. Nave roof with cross
finial to parapet gable; embattled south porch restored. South aisle with stepped plain parapet, large
window of four trefoiled lights C15, with vertical tracery in segmental heard. South chapel with
parapet embattled at gable end, C15 window of three cinquefoiled lights with vertical tracery in twocentred head. Chancel, possibly shortened in C17 with carved shield of arms of Hinde in east wall.
Small C13 doorway with stop-chamfered jambs and two-centred head. Interior: Nave, rood
doorways and stairs within thickness of wall: blocked C12 doorway with plain square jambs and
shouldered head; arched opening to south aisle Cl5 four-centred and similar arch between south
chapel and south aisle; late C14 south doorway with two-centred inner arch and square outer head
with traceried spandrels and quatrefoils. Chancel arch two-centred, opening to south chapel
segmental and pointed both of two double ogee and wave-moulded orders. Tower arch c.1200, two
centred of one plain order with narrow chamfers, square responds with small attached shafts with
plain caps. Roofs of chancel, C17, three bays with side purlins and chamfered tie beams. C14 nave
roof restored collar rafter scissor braced trusses. C19 tie beams. Roof of south chapel C15 lowpitched of two bays with moulded principals, curved solid braces and moulded wall posts supported
on carved stone head-corbels. South door, two centred head with vertical boards divided into six
panels with trefoiled heads late C14. Font C14, square clunch bowl, with corner shafts and scalloped
cap on octagonal stem. Piscina in south chapel with moulded trefoiled head C14. Stoup C15 by
south door with trefoiled head. Screen C15 beneath chancel arch of three bays, restored. Seating,
reused poppy head bench ends. C17 communion table. Pulpit early C17 with sounding board
restored 1912. Glass fragments and figure in quatrefoil C14 or C15. Hatchments, four in chancel and
three in south aisle. Brass in south transept, three figures on purbeck marble slab of Sir Thomas
Skelton (d.1416). Coffin lid at entrance to porch. Monuments: In chancel; to Dame Mary Dayrell,
Marmaduke her son and Sarah her daughter, grey and white marble with garlanded urn on pedestal
by Edward Stanton; to Sir Thomas Dayrell d.1669 inscription of lineage with additional tablet to
Barbara Lady Hinede d.1667; to Sir Marmaduke Dayrell grey and white marble with two putti holding
symbols of mortality and shield of arms. South chapel; white marble tablet to Sarah Stutter d.1830;
while marble tablet to James Spencer, d.1841. Nave; black and white marble with draped urn to
Mary wife of Wm Vachell d.1795 and Wm Vachell d.1807 by Regnart. Floor slabs to Thomas Dayrell
d.1664; Catherine Dayrell d.1757; to Sarah Dayrell d.1728; to Dame Mary Dayrell d.1717; to Sir
Marmaduke Dayrell d.1729; to James Spencer d.1841; to Sarah Stutter; to Rev Clarkson d.1833; to
Mary Vachell d.1795; to Wm Vachell d.1807. R.C.H.M. Report 1951 V.C.H. Vol. VI, p228 Pevsner:
Buildings of England Clayton, M. Brass Rubbings V & A.
No. 2 High Street (The Corner House) GV II
House. Late C18 with C20 alterations. Timber-framed with early C20 panelled decorated plaster,
and red brick. Painted brick plinth, red brick end stacks. Two storeys; double pile plan. Symmetrical
facade. Six-panelled door with two glazed panels and C20 gabled canopy. Two transomed ground
floor casement windows and three first floor casement windows.
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North Lodge GV II
Lodge. Early to mid C19. Timber-framed and plastered. Painted brick plinth. Plain tiled roofs. Gault
brick ridge stack to right of centre with segmental arches to sunk panels. Two storeys. Facade
gables to first floor windows. Four first floor and three ground floor casement windows with
geometric patterned glazing bars and eared architraves. Similar architrave in lobby entry position to
door with pointed heads to moulded panels. V.C.H., Vol. VI, p224
Hinxton Hall GV II*
Country house. 1748-1756 for John Bromwell Jones; late C18 additions by William Vachell; early
and mid C19 alterations and early C20 additions. Red brick tuck pointed, with gauged brick window
dressings and moulded limestone details. Lead and corrugated steel roofs. Original central block of
three storeys and basement (noted by Wm Cole) with two late C18 two storey wings and screen
walls; service wing to south. West elevation: Symmetrical facade of five 'bays' with projecting wings
of three 'bays'. C19 fluted Greek Doric portico with six-panelled door and patterned rectangular
fanlight. Late C18 rusticated stone plinth continued to side of steps, shaped with moulded edges.
Stone band between ground and first floors and cornice band, panelled brick parapet with side
stacks. Ten ground floor and eleven similar first floor twelve-paned recessed hung sash windows
with painted reveals, nine-paned second floor windows. Garden elevation: Central block of five
'bays' divided by four giant Corinthian pilasters from first floor. Central bay with carved stone
architraves to first and second floor windows and with Ionic pilasters to garden entrance with
rusticated reveals; a stone apron has a relief carving of a trout. C19 garden door replacement.
Fanned key stones to eighteen-paned and twelve-paned ground and first floor hung sash windows;
nine-paned second floor windows with honeysuckle and dentil enrichment to stone cornice. Stone
steps form terrace. Wings treated as pavillions each with pedimented parapets and pair of full height
round headed garden hung sash windows; balustered parapets to side walls and screens with pair
of round windows, (two parapet urns survive). Interior details. C18 open String staircase with four
balusters to each tread. Fine late C18 or early C19 chimney pieces of French Rococo and Empire
designs; plastered cornices and colonade to hall. Wall paintings in drawing room copied from
antique paintings in Herculeneum and Pompeii recorded in c.1950 (R.C.H.M.) and now covered with
exception of two panels. Mid C19 plastered ceilings and painted panels. Double doors with over
mantels to south lobby entrance now sealed but possibly originally a house entry from a side
carriage way. R.C.H.M. Reports. 1951, 54 V.C.H., Vol. VI, p224 Pevsner: Buildings of England
Stables to south-west of Hinxton Hall GV II
Stables converted to workshops. Early C19 with C20 alterations. Red brick with hipped slated roofs.
Two blocks originally separated by arched entry now masked by C20 insertion. Two similar Islamic
design wooden cupolas, possibly mid C19, of four stages to each roof. Second stage and third stag
with fret panels and paired glazed panels, fourth stage open with horseshoe arches supported on
triple columns with crescent moons in spandrels; tented leaded roof with a trout finial replacing a
crescent moon. Restored c.1980. Included for group value. R.C.H.M. Report 1950 V.C.H., Vol. VI,
p224
Game larder south of Hinxton Hall GV II
Game larder, early to mid C19. Flint with red brick dressings. Slate lean-to roof. Semi polygonal plan
with small yard enclosed by a well to south. Entrance from west. Louvred windows in each facet.
Included for group value.
Duxford Mill GV II
Mill and mill house. C18 with early C19 rebuilding and later C19 modifications. Restored and
converted to domestic use c.1946. Architect, H.C. Hughes. Red C18 brick, C19 reused--stock
brick, painted brick, timber-framed and weatherboarded. Plain tiled mansard roofs and gable end
stacks. Long range, mill to south-east of two storeys and two storey attic with single storey wheel
house, and mill house of two storeys with attic. North-east elevation: Main entrance to mill house
blocked and first and attic floors rebuilt; two entrances to left hand with glazed doors. Four ground
floor sixteen-paned hung sash windows in segmental brick arches and eight first floor windows
including three hung sash windows and four metal framed casement windows. One fixed-light sixpaned window replaces original sack hoist opening and two dormer windows with casements.
Carved brick 'R.C. ESQ' near quoin to north-east of mill house. Interior: Internal frame of mill of elm
with some timber identification marks. Some surviving features; of mill in attic floors; cast iron mill
wheel with diameter of 18 feet and fitted in 1888 with four grinding stones removed c.1946. The mill
site recorded in the Doomesday survey, was owned by the de Colville family with Temple Manor in
1200, in 1230 the estate given to the Knight's Templars.
Garden Sculpture to north-east of Duxford Mill GV II
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Memorial sculpture by H White, London and Cambridge, for Julia de Freville 1869. Originally sited
within a mausoleum at Hinxton Hall, Cambridgeshire and now a garden ornament. Monolith of
Portland limestone. Two winged, seated angels, holding hands and one with trumpet, two
medallions as 'bench ends' one with relief sculpture of head and one with family shield of arms.
Incised memorial inscription on plinth.
Garden vista building to north of Duxford Mill GV II
Mausoleum. 1869 by Julia de Freville, originally sited in the park at Hinxton Hall, Cambridgeshire.
Demolished and rebuilt as a garden vista building C.1960. Limestone and marble. Small neo
classical temple with rectangular plan, free Corinthian capitals to columns find pilasters of open
portico, deep moulded cornice and flat roof. Two-centred arched doorway, double doors with fretted
metal panels, dated 1869, Interior: With marble floor, once contained the mahogany coffins of two
members of the de Freville family with a large sculpture of two seated angels by H White, (now
situated in the grounds of Duxford Mill). R.C.H.M. Hinxton Report, 1951
Chapel of the Hospital of St John the Baptist GV II*
Chapel of hospital, founded by William de Colville (d.1230); C13, rebuilt early C14, and restored by
Ministry of Works 1947-54. Flint and pebble rubble with limestone and clunch dressings. Rebuilt
gable wall to west of red brick and blocking to east window with inserted C20 fixed lights. Red plain
tiled roof (1985). Single storeyed, of five bays with undivided chancel and nave. North elevation:
Entrance to right hand with quarter- round moulding to two-centred arched doorway (two similar
doorways in south elevation). Four single trefoiled-light windows with chamfered square arches and
pointed inner arches with shafted jambs and moulded caps and bases. Diagonal buttresses of two
stages to east gable wall with panelled corbels and cross finial. Roofs, restored collar-rafter trusses
with collar braces. The hospital was suppressed in c.1548 and for some time used as a barn.
Scheduled Ancient Monument, in care of HBMCE. Sayle, C.E. The Chapel of the Hospital of St John
Duxford, PCAS VOL.10 p375 V.C.H., Vol. VI, p215 Pevsner. Buildings of England, p333
Red Lion Hotel GV II
Inn now a hotel. Early C16 with later C16, C17 and C18 alterations rebuilt and altered in mid to late
C19. Timber-framed with plaster infill and rendered, painted brick, front elevation cased in knapped
flint with gault brick quoins and dressings; plain tile roofs. Three rectangular planned ridge stacks,
two side stacks and one stack with grouped shafts. Two storeys forming an irregular U-plan with
changing roof heights indicating separate ranges. West elevation: Two ranges each of three timberframed bays with close studding at first floor and braces from posts to studs with some renewal. Six
first floor flush-framed sixteen-paned hung sash windows and three hung sash bay windows with
narrow side lights. North elevation: Main entrance to right of centre half-glazed two-panelled door
with gabled canopy and deep patterned bargeboards supported on shaped brackets. Two windows
in segmental brick arches and three bay windows with four or five transomed casements. Five first
floor casement windows. Interior: Carved ceiling beams and joists with folded leaf decoration, late
C15 relaid; roofs not seen. The inn was said in 1622 to be very commodious for royal servants and
other travellers, the inn keeper hired out pasture to drovers bringing cattle from East Anglia. V.C.H.,
Vol. VI, p202 Pevsner. Buildings of England, p334
No. 6 High Street (The Old Rectory) (formerly listed as Post Office Cottage) II
Cottage, formerly the rectory till c.1840. Early C16 and C17 with C19 addition. Timber-framed with
plastered infill and plaster covered; painted brick. Slated roofs. Two storeys. Jettied cross wing of
two timber-framed bays with C17 outshut to west for staircase, and evidence for main range to east
in rear elevation, replaced by C19 extension of one bay. Four jetty brackets springing from slender
wooden pilasters flank original window opening, (possibly an oriel), and doorway to left hand. Carved
spandrels to door head with four-centred arch possibly an insertion, the modern C20 boarded door
is in the original window position. One C20 first floor casement window above entrance. C19
extension has one first floor casement window and one four-paned hung sash window. Gable end
stack to east and side stack to south. Interior: exposed floor frame and timber-frame with cranked
braces to tie beam in central truss. R.C.H.M. Report 1951 V.C.H., Vol. VI, p111
Pump, at junction with High Street GV II
Pump. Late C19. Cast iron pump with spout and lever standing above a well or cistern.
Manufactured by Ingold of Bishops Stortford.
Nos. 2 and 4 High Street GV II
Two dwellings, formerly a farmhouse. Mid C17 with C19 alterations. Timber- framed and plastered
with half hipped thatched roof and rectangular-planned red brick ridge stack to left of centre. One
storey and attic, three unit plan. Two boarded doors to left and right hand of stack, with two
horizontal sliding sash windows; window to right hand with drop leaf shutter. Two horizontal sliding
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sash dormer windows with plain tiled gable roofs. Pargetted panel with crowned, winged head on
street facade. Interior: exposed floor frame and ceiling beams.
Nos. 6 and 8 High Street (formerly listed as part of 2-8 even) GV II
Two dwellings, formerly one cottage. Mid C17 with C19 alteration. Timber-framed and plastered,
thatched roof half hipped to north. Red brick, rectangular planned ridge stack. One storey and attic,
four unit plan. One boarded door to north bay and two C19 panelled doors in line with stack. Four
ground floor horizontal sliding sash windows include large three-light shuttered window to south.
One horizontal sliding sash gabled dormer window.
No. 10 High Street GV II
Cottage. Mid to late C17 with C19 extensions. Painted brick, plain tiled and thatched roofs. C19 rear
stack and, red brick rectangular planned ridge stack. One storey main range with two unit plan;
lower gable extension to south and two storey extension of one 'bay' to north. Two, C19 panelled
doors, central ground floor window with bowed glazing bars and two horizontal sliding sash
windows. One first floor horizontal sliding sash window.
No. 5 High Street (Inglenook) GV II
Cottaye. Mid C17. Timber-framed and plastered. Thatched roof with plain tiled gable roofs to dormer
windows. One storey and attic, four unit plan with additional flue to original stack left of centre. C20
closed, gabled porch with boarded door. Four ground floor windows and two dormer windows with
horizontal sliding sashes. Interior: Stop-chamfered ceiling beams.
No. 12 High Street (Blackbird Cottage) GV II
Cottage. Mid C17. Clunch stone removed from chimney stack dated 'SP 1666'. C19 extension.
Timber-framed and plastered with half hipped thatched roof. C19 red pantiled roof. Rebuilt ridge
stack. One storey and attic, two unit plan with single storey extension to south. Main entrance to
east; west gable with two horizontal sliding sash windows and one similar window to left hand of
boarded door in extension. Interior: exposed timber-frame with some reused timbers and straight
braces. Chimney stack rebuilt with original bricks.
No. 14 High Street GV II
Cottage. Mid C17, with C19 renovation and addition. Painted brick, and timber-frame. Thatched and
plain tiled roofs. Two red brick ridge stacks and gable end stack to south. One storey main range
with one storey and attic original building to south of one bay with boarded door to main entrance.
Five recessed windows in segmental brick arches include three with horizontal sliding sashes.
Pump opposite the former rectory II
Pump. Late C19. Cast iron pump with spout and lever standing above a well or cistern.
Manufactured by Ingold of Bishops Stortford.
No. 7 High Street (The Dower House) GV II
House. Late C16 or early C17. Timber-framed with plastered infill, weather boarded south gable to
eaves height, thatched roof; rectangular planned red brick ridge stack. Cellar and two storeys with
attics. Main range of two bays, chimney bay and wide bay to north jettied to east and west
elevations with possibly the chimney bay jetty underbuilt in east elevation. Part of the framed truss
remains of a former wing to the south. An original south entry to the main range is indicated by jetty
brackets, and an inserted doorway to north bay blocked; main entrance with C20 glazed door to left
of centre; two ground floor and two first floor horizontal sliding sashes with leaded lights. Interior:
Stop-chamfered ceiling beams, moulded mantel beam, rectangular plaster overmantel with large
thistle below a crown and deep scroll boarder. The house was restored c.1972 (C&PL).
K6 outside No.11 High Street GV II
Telephone kiosk. 1935. By Giles Gilbert Scott. Cast iron. Intact square kiosk of K6 type with domed
roof, unperforated crowns to top panels and margin glazing to windows and door.
Rectory Farmhouse II
Farmhouse. Early C17, with late C18 extension, renovated early C20 after a fire. Timber-framed and
brick with roughcast render. Red plain tiled roof; tall gault brick ridge stack and yable end stack to
west. Original building two storeyed with continuous jetty, three unit plan with a 'chimney bay' and
an original cross passage behind the stack (the sealed main entrance is indicated by the jetty
brackets). West bay rebuilt as main entrance; extension to west of two storeys with attic; single
storey rear wing to east. Main entrance with C20 door, early C20 transomed bay window with
casements to left hand; one ground floor and two first floor horizontal sliding sash windows. Interior:
exposed stop-chamfered ceiling beams.
Pump to west of No. 18 Brewery Road (Pipers) II
Pump. Late C19. Cast iron pump with spout and lever. Standing above a well or cistern.
Manufactured by Ingold of Bishops Stortford, with plaque inscribed Linton R.D.C.
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Description
No. 36 Brewery Road (Blenheim Cottage) II
House. C17 or earlier with C19 addition, renovated c.1980. Timber-framed and plastered; C19 clay
bat. Thatched and red pantiled roofs. One storey and attic, L-plan with range to right hand lower and
perhaps originally single storeyed; two storey wing to right hand with C20 outshut. Red brick gable
end stack to left hand and central stack at junction of the L with rectangular corniced base and two
diagonal shafts. C20 casements with leaded lights in one dormer window and two ground floor
windows; two three-light casement windows in wing. Interior, exposed floor frames, and stopchamfered main beams.
Parish Church of St John the Baptist GV II*
Parish church. C12 nave, south doorway with noteworthy carved tympanum, north arcade inserted
c.1200. Chancel early C13, west tower c.1330 added to shortened nave; wide tower arch in
anticipation of a larger tower. Chancel arch rebuilt and north aisle widened C15. Restorations in
1850, and 1856 by P.C. Hardwick (1822-90) when the south porch was added; 1876-91, and 18937 by Sir Arthur Blomfield (1829-99), vestry and organ chamber. Walls of flint rubble with clunch and
limestone dressings, red plain tiled roofs, small lead covered spire. South elevation: Tower of two
stages with embattled parapet and angle buttresses of two stages rising to belfry height. Belfry
window of two trefoiled lights with quatrefoil in two centred arch; lancet window blocked by clock
face. Nave and chancel roofs with parapet gables and cross finials. C12 south-west quoin to nave.
Three restored C19 windows, South doorway C12, jambs each with C19 detached shafts with
original capitals, east with leaf ornament and west with small volutes, and chamfered abaci, round
arch with carved tympanum with design of ten arches each with a figure or object (P.C.A.S.)
depicting incidents connected with the life and death of St John the Baptist. South porch by
Hardwick, wooden, Gothic style with steep roof and deep bargeboards, lights with tracery. Gabled,
buttresses to east quoin and to east walls of chancel. Chancel with two C19 windows and priest's
door. Interior: Nave arcade of four bays cut into C12 wall, two-centred arches with narrow
chamfered edges. First and third octagonal, centre pier circular, all with octagonal to square
moulded caps, first pier has leaf ornament at angles of cap, base of central pier roll-moulded; north
aisle rebuilt C19. Tower arch two-centred of three chamfered orders with semi octagonal attached
shafts. Chancel arch late C15 two-centred of two hollow-chamfered orders, at the apex a carved
corbelled bracket. The responds have a moulded capital carved with paterae, and moulded base.
Font C12 retooled, octagonal bowl with round corner pieces to squared base with C19 pedestal and
plinth. Font cover C15 octagonal ogee with crocketed ribs and band of quartrefoils at base, C16
figures of St John baptising Christ added later. Screen, late C15 of three main bays with pierced
tracery and transomed foiled panels. Two C17 chairs. C19 hatchment in north aisle. Monuments in
chancel, Richard Nash 1805 and in north vestry reset stone to Nash family 1805-1829; north aisle
wall monument to Margaret wife of Wm Parker Hamond of Pampisford Hall 1845; recessed stone
slab with cusped arch and crocketed label and finial to Wm Parker Hamond 1812 and Mary his wife
1850; white tablet surmounted by draped urn to Caroline Mackenzie daughter of Mrs Parker
Hamond 1841. Nave roof restored by Hardwick and chancel roof by blomfield. Glass by Kempe.
R.C.H.M. Report 1951 V.C.H., Vol. VI, p111-2 Colvin. English Architects, p263 Pevsner. Buildings of
England, p448
War Memorial in churchyard west of south porch with High Street GV II
War memorial. c.1920. Designed by R Blomfield (1856-1942). Limestone. Octagonal sectioned cross
standing on stepped plinth with names of war dead of two world wars inscribed on plinth.
Nos. 18 and 20 Church Lane (Manor Cottage) II
Cottage, formerly two dwellings. Mid C17. Timber-framed and plastered with combed wheat
thatched roof. Two gault brick ridge stacks. One storey and attic, originally single storeyed with four
unit plan (qv Adams Cottage, Beech Lane) and outshut to south gable. Four ground floor and three
dormer C20 casement windows. C20 door to right of centre in cross passage position behind main
stack. Interior: Exposed timber-frame with some reused timbers and straight braces. Exposed floor
frame with stop-chamfered ceiling beams on clamps. Main open hearth with mantel beam and two
niches each with shaped heads to south room, west room with hearth inserted c.1700 and with
sealed door in lobby entry position.
No. 1 Church Lane (Adams Cottage) GV II
Cottage. Mid C17. Timber-framed and plastered with thatched roof. One storey, four unit plan (qv
No. 18 and 20 Church Lane). Red brick ridge stack to right hand. Two horizontal sliding sash
windows on either side of boarded door. Interior. Exposed timber-frame with some reused timbers
and straight braces, one heated room to right of centre with open hearth and shaped head to small
niche; roof ceiled.
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Description
Pump to east of No. 1 Adams Cottage GV II
Pump. Late C19. Cast iron pump with spout and lever standing above a well or cistern.
Manufactured by Ingold of Bishops Stortford, with plaque inscribed Linton R.D.C
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View of the fields in the south of the site at Hinxton Grange, towards the A1301 and Duxford

2

View across the site towards the trees along the drive to Hinxton Grange
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Figure 6 Site photographs (pg1/3)

3

The drive to Hinxton Grange and agricultural land either side

4

The buildings: Hinxton Grange, the former New Farm and
the pillbox
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Figure 6 Site photographs (pg2/3)

5

The junction and roundabout on the A1303 between the two site areas

6

View across the northern site area
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Design Brief for Archaeological Evaluation

BRIEF FOR ARCHAEOLOGICAL EVALUATION
Cambridgeshire Historic Environment Team

Site:

Land at Hinxton Grange, Hinxton

Company:

Terence O’Rourke Ltd

Location:

NGR TL 502 466

This design brief is only valid for six months after the date of issue. After this period the
Cambridgeshire Historic Environment Team (CHET) should be contacted. Any specifications
resulting from this brief will only be considered for the same period. Please note that this document
is written for archaeological project managers to facilitate the production of an archaeological
specification of work; the term project manager is used to denote the archaeological project
manager only.
The project manager is strongly advised to visit the site before completing their specification, as there
may be implications for accurately costing the project. Historic environment data from the
Cambridgeshire Historic Environment Record (CHER) is attached to this brief, but further contact
with the CHER for specific information is recommended. Any response to this brief should follow CIfA
Standard and Guidance for Archaeological Field Evaluations, 2014.
NO FIELDWORK MAY COMMENCE UNTIL WRITTEN APPROVAL OF A SPECIFICATION HAS
BEEN ISSUED BY THE HISTORIC ENVIRONMENT TEAM

1.0

SITE DESCRIPTION

1.1

The site is centred on Hinxton Grange, in the parish of Hinxton. Hinxton Hall is a Grade II
listed farmhouse dating from 1835 (Designation Reference 1318208). The house was set
within pleasure gardens which included an Italian formal garden and conservatory, vineries, a
forcing house and a lean-to fruit house in a walled kitchen garden (HER 12121).

1.2

Situated on chalk formations, there are several areas of cropmarks within the proposal area,
including: rectilinear enclosures and a possible bank or roadway (HER 09052); enclosures
and ring ditches (HER 09362). Although undated, it is likely that these are of late prehistoric
and/or Roman date. Further cropmarks to the west are known to relate to rural settlement of
Roman date (HER 08822, 09738) and rectangular enclosures and an additional ring ditch to
the north (HER 08904). A linear cropmark is also recorded to the north of the site which is
likely to cross the north east area of the main proposal area (HER 09053).

1.3

The Brent Ditch, a linear earthwork of probable Saxon date is located to the north and east of
the proposal area. This monument is considered to be of national importance and is
designated as Scheduled Monument Number 1006929.

1.4

The results of a CHER search are attached in map and pdf report format. Due to the large
amount of data included in the area, we would advise you that we can also supply this
information in a GIS format (MapInfo TAB. or ESRI ArcGIS shapefile SHP.) at no further
cost. If you would like to receive this data, please complete and return the attached GIS
licence form (stating the responsible officer and which GIS format you require) to the CHER
either by email or post; email and address details are included on the form.
Reproduction of spatial data by any other means is not recommended.

2.0

DEVELOPMENT DESCRIPTION AND ARCHAEOLOGICAL REQUIREMENTS

2.1

Details of the proposed development are not yet available but are likely to include
technological, research and development facilities.
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2.2

Due to the high archaeological potential of the site the applicant is advised to provide
information concerning the potential impact of the proposal on archaeological remains. In
order to provide this information an archaeological evaluation of the site is necessary. This
design brief sets out the requirements for the adequate archaeological evaluation of the site.

2.3

The evaluation should include a suitable level of documentary research, including further
consultation with information held in the CHER as necessary, to set the results in their
geographical, topographical, archaeological and historical context.

2.4

The required scheme shall include a field evaluation of the application area.
Non-intrusive methods

2.5

The project manager must arrange, through a suitably qualified specialist, the reassessment
and re-plotting of available aerial photographic evidence at a scale of 1:2500. This
reassessment should also involve the study of cropmarks lying outside the development,
where a clear relationship exists. Hard and digital copy of the air photograph evidence
should be supplied with the report for inclusion in the CHER (see 5.6 below).

2.6

The project manager should consult a suitably qualified geophysical specialist, to assess the
viability of various survey techniques on the site. Such work must be preceded by a sample
scan to assess the effectiveness of the technique in relation to the site-specific
geological/topographical conditions. Survey methods must be recommended by the specialist
and presented in a specification of works and submitted to CHET prior to commencement.
Any subsequent survey work must be recommended by the specialist and communicated to
CHET. The project manager is advised that given the scale of the proposal area, cart or towed
survey would likely provide the fastest and most effective results. A hard and digital (pdf)
copy of the geophysical survey report should be supplied to the CHER (see 5.6 below),
and arrangements made to upload the raw data files to OASIS. Digital copies of raw
data should be stored with the ADS via the OASIS project.
Intrusive methods

2.7

The evaluation should include a programme of linear trial trenching, or test-pitting in confined
areas, to adequately sample the development area. The location and extent of trenching will be
dependent on the results of the non-intrusive surveys and on the emerging development
proposals. Archaeological features within the trenches will be sufficiently excavated to
conform to section 3.0 below.

2.8

The artefact contents of the ploughsoil and any lower soil horizons should be examined as part
of the evaluation and the field data quantified and spatially illustrated within the report. If the
field conditions are not conducive for fieldwalking, a bucket sampling or test pit programme
should be conducted, whereby 90 litres of spoil is hand sorted for each soil horizon
encountered. Bucket sampling points should occur at each end of trenches that are less that
50m in length, or at trench ends and mid-point of 50m and longer trenches. Unstratified
artefacts should be sought and recovered from trench spoil heaps.

2.9

The use of metal detectors on site to aid the recovery of artefacts is required. The detector
should not be set to discriminate against iron.

2.10

All features must be investigated and recorded unless otherwise agreed with CHET.
Investigation slots through all linear features must be no less than 1m in width. Discrete
features must be half-sectioned or excavated in quadrants where they are large or found to be
deep. The use of a hand held auger (or a power auger where appropriate) is recommended to
gain information from very deep deposits should be available in the staff tool kit.
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3.0

OBJECTIVES
Character and Significance

3.1

The evaluation should aim to determine, the location, extent, date, character, condition,
significance and quality of any surviving archaeological remains liable to be threatened by the
proposed development. An adequate representative sample of all areas where archaeological
remains are potentially threatened should be studied.

3.2

The evaluation results will be used to:
a) determine the character, date, condition and significance of the archaeological resource,
b) define the nature and extent of any mitigation works that may be required.

3.3

The mitigation of construction impacts to archaeological remains identified during this
evaluation will be outlined in a further design brief for archaeological investigation.
Environment, Economy and Industry

3.4

Particular study of the following should occur:
i.
presence/absence of palaeosols and old land surface soils/deposits,
ii.
the character of deposits and their contents within negative features
iii.
site formation processes generally.

3.5

Buried soils and associated deposits should be inspected on site by a suitably qualified
geoarchaeologist whose advice should be sought as to whether soil micromorphology or other
analytical techniques will enhance understanding of depositional processes and
transformations at the site. If so, suitable samples should be taken from relevant deposits or
features for assessment and inclusion in the report.

3.6

The assessment of the potential to inform on the general environmental and dietary evidence
of the inhabitants of the site through examination of suitable deposits must also be arranged
with a suitably qualified specialist. Attention should be paid to:
i.
the retrieval of charred plant macro & microfossils, faunal remains and land molluscs
from former dry-land palaeosols and cut features,
ii.
the retrieval of plant macro & microfossils, insect, faunal remains, molluscs, pollen
and other biological remains from waterlogged deposits located;
iii.
provision for the absolute dating of critical contacts should be made: eg the basal
contacts of peats over former dryland surfaces; distinct landuse or landmark change
in urban contexts.

3.7

The evaluation should also carefully consider the retrieval, characterisation and dating
(including absolute dating) of artefact, burial or economic evidence to assist in the
characterisation of the site’s evidence and in the development of future mitigation strategies.

3.8

The assessment of environmental & economic potential should follow advice in these and
other guidance documents:
- Historic England, 2011, Environmental Archaeology: A Guide to the Theory and Practice of Methods,
from Sampling and Recovery to Post-excavation (second edition).
- Association for Environmental Archaeology, 1995, Environmental archaeology and archaeological
evaluations. Recommendations concerning the environmental archaeology component of archaeological
evaluations in England. Working Papers of the Association for Environmental Archaeology 2, 8 ff.
York: Association for Environmental Archaeology;
- Dobney, K., Hall, A., Kenward, H. and Milles, A., 1992, A working classification of sample types for
environmental archaeology. Circaea 9.1 (1992 for 1991), pg. 24-26;
- Murphy, P.L. and Wiltshire, P.E.J., 1994, A guide to sampling archaeological deposits for
environmental analysis.

3.9

The Project Manager & field team are also advised to consult the following guidance
documents in order to provide an adequate strategy for the excavation, field treatment and
conservation of any delicate organic materials:
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Historic England, 2012, Waterlogged Organic Artefacts: Guidelines on Their Recovery, Analysis and
Conservation;
Historic England, 2008, Investigative Conservation: Guidance on How the Detailed Examination of
Artefacts from Archaeological Sites Can Shed Light on Their Manufacture and Use;
Historic England, 2010, Waterlogged Wood: Guidelines on the Recovery, Sampling, Conservation and
Curation of Waterlogged Wood.

Reference to other specialist investigation and assessment methodologies should also occur.
3.10

The project manager must ensure that the results of palaeoenvironmental investigation,
industrial residue assessments/analyses & scientific analyses are included in a full evaluation
report and sent to the Historic England Science Advisor.

4.0

Requirements

4.1

The evaluation must be undertaken by an archaeological team of recognised competence, fully
experienced in work of this character and formally acknowledged by the CHET officers,
advisors to the Local Planning Authority (LPA). Inclusion in the Chartered Institute for
Archaeologists’ Register of Archaeological Organisations is recommended. Details, including
the name, qualifications and experience, of the site director and all other key project personnel
(including specialist staff) will be communicated to CHET within a specification of works, or
Written Scheme of Investigation (WSI), which must be prepared by the archaeological
contractor undertaking the programme. The specification must conform to the guidance in
Historic England's MoRPHE publication (Management of Research Projects in the Historic
Environment. The MoRPHE Project Manager’s Guide. EH 2006). This specification must:
i.

be supported by a research design which sets out the site specific objectives of the
archaeological works.

ii.

detail the proposed works as precisely as is reasonably possible, indicating clearly on
plan their location and extent.

iii.

provide a timetable for the proposed works including a “safety” margin in the event
of bad weather or any other unforeseen circumstances that may effect this
timetabling.

4.2

All aspects of the evaluation shall be conducted in accordance with
 Chartered Institute for Archaeologists' Code of Conduct
 Standard and Guidance for Archaeological Field Evaluations (CIfA 2014),
 Standards for Field Archaeology in the East of England (EAA Occasional Paper 14).
 Research and Archaeology Revisited: a revised framework for the East of England
(EAA Occ. Paper No 24, 2011), to define research objectives.

4.3

Care must be taken in dealing with human remains and the appropriate guidance issued by
the Ministry of Justice should be followed. Environmental health regulations must also be
followed. The CHET officer must be informed immediately upon discovery of human
remains. If found during an evaluation, the human remains can be left in situ, covered and
protected when discovered, depending on the site circumstances and depths of cover soils.
Where the reburial of revealed human remains would be considered detrimental to their
survival, arrangements for their immediate excavation should be made to establish the date,
condition and character of the burial. If removal is essential an exhumation licence should be
requested from the MoJ.

4.4

Project Managers are reminded of the need to comply with the requirements of the Treasure
Act 1996 (with subsequent amendments). Advice and guidance on compliance with Treasure
Act issues can be obtained from the Finds Liaison Office of the Portable Antiquities Scheme
at the Cambridgeshire Historic Environment Team office. Any finds that could be considered
treasure under the terms of the Act made during the process of fieldwork should be
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immediately reported to the Finds Liaison Officer, so that it is properly reported to the
appropriate Coroner within 14 days of discovery in line with the Treasure Act1.
4.5

Care must be taken in the siting of offices and other support structures in order to minimise
impact on the environment. Extreme care must also be taken in the structure and maintenance
of spoil heaps for the same reasons and to facilitate a high quality reinstatement. This is
particularly important in relation to pastureland.

4.6

The archaeological project manager must satisfy themselves that all constraints to
groundworks have been identified, including the siting of live services, Tree Preservation
Orders and public footpaths. The CHET officers bear no responsibility for the inclusion or
exclusion of such information within this brief.

4.7

Before commencing work the project manager must carry out a risk assessment and liaise with
the site owner, client and CHET in ensuring that all potential risks are minimised. A copy of
this must be given to CHET before the commencement of works.

5.0

Reports

5.1

The evaluation report should include a comprehensive assessment of the regional context and
present well described, illustrated (including site and artefact/deposit photos) and tabulated
archaeological evidence. It should highlight any relevant research objectives published in
themed national and regional research frameworks.

5.2

The evaluation report should refer to the CHER evidence submitted with the brief.

5.3

The evaluation should provide a predictive model of surviving archaeological remains
detailing zones of relative importance against known development proposals. Constraints to
the evaluation should be clearly shown and explained. An impact assessment should also be
provided.

5.4

If any areas of analysis from Section 3 (above) are not considered appropriate for inclusion the
report will detail justification for their exclusion.

5.5

One hard or digital copy of the report, clearly marked DRAFT, should be prepared and
presented to CHET within four weeks of the completion of site works unless there are
reasonable grounds for more time. This report should conform to the format contained within
the document HET Eval rev 06 dealing with the production of archaeological evaluation
reports. Copies can be obtained from the address below. CIfA Standard and Guidance for
Archaeological Field Evaluation (2014) Annex 2.

5.6

CHET supports the national project: Online Access to the Index of Archaeological
Investigations (OASIS III) project and requires archaeological contractors working in
Cambridgeshire to support this initiative. In order that a record is made of all archaeological
events within the county occurring through the planning system, the archaeological contractor
is required to input details of this project online at the OASIS website2: The OASIS reference
ID and completed Data Collection Form should be clearly presented in the relevant report.
Any report that does not contain this information will not be approved.

5.7

Following acceptance, one hard copy of the approved evaluation report should be submitted
to the CHER. The approved report in digital form should also be uploaded to the OASIS
database within two weeks of approval.
Note: Project Managers must ensure that sub-contracted specialist reports are uploaded at this
time (e.g. geophysics and AP reports, geoarchaeological assessment reports).

1
2

Please see http://finds.org.uk/treasure for further information.
http://ads.ahds.ac.uk/project/oasis
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6.0

Archive

6.1

The site archive specification should conform to the guidelines in MoRPHE (EH 2006), eg
section 2.5.3 and be deposited within the County’s archaeological archive storage facility (see
6.3) on completion of site analysis and any ensuing publication.

6.2

To assist with the creation and curation of the project’s archive, the Project Manager must
contact the CHER office to obtain an Event number (ECB) at the outset of the project.
CHER use this number as a unique identifier linking all physical and digital components of
the archive. The unique event number must be clearly indicated on any specification
received for this project. It should be shown on all paperwork created on site (context
forms and plans etc), on relevant ensuing reports and on the OASIS data collection
form.

6.3

Arrangements for the long term storage and deposition of all artefacts must be agreed with the
landowner and CHER before or during the reporting stage. Transfer of title and the transfer of
the ownership of the archive to the County Archive Facility or another local registered
depository need to be arranged at this time, and the arrangements indicated in the evaluation
report. The Project Manager should consult Deposition of archaeological archives in
Cambridgeshire regarding the requirements for the deposition of the archive into the County
Archive Facility at this web link:
http://www.cambridgeshire.gov.uk/info/20011/archives_archaeology_and_museums/318/arch
aeology/2 .

6.4

The current archive deposition cost is £75 per box (or minimum £50 per archive). This
combined charge covers accessioning and uplift (£15) together with a fee to provide for the
long term storage (£60). Further details of charges for the use of the County Archive Facility
can be found in Section 5 of the guidelines.

7.0

Monitoring & Communicating Changes

7.1

CHET officers are responsible for monitoring all archaeological work within Cambridgeshire
and will need to inspect site works at an appropriate time during the fieldwork, and review the
progress of excavation reports and/or archive preparation.

7.2

Trenches should not be backfilled without the approval of CHET. Further trenching or
deposit testing may be a requirement of the site monitoring visit if unclear archaeological
remains or geomorphological features present difficulties of interpretation, or to assist with the
formulation of a mitigation strategy. Appropriate provision should be made for this
eventuality. The project manager must inform CHET in writing at least one week in advance
of the proposed start date for the project.

7.3

Any changes to the specifications that the project manager may wish to make after approval
by this office should be communicated directly to CHET for approval.

7.4

CHET should be kept regularly informed about developments both during the site works and
subsequent post-excavation work.

7.5

The involvement of CHET should be acknowledged in any report or publication generated by
this project.

As part of our desire to provide a quality service to all our clients we would welcome any comments you
may have on the content or presentation of this design brief. Please address them to the author at the
address below.

Andy Thomas
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